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Supercapacitors are an energy storage technology combining properties of both capacitors and 

batteries to deliver high power and energy densities. Supercapacitors store charge through 

electrostatic and faradaic interactions between the electrode and ionic electrolyte. By improving 

the physical structure of electrodes, the interfacial area where energy storage occurs can be 

increased and electrochemical performance improved. New, fibrous, manganese oxide web-

based structures tested for use as a supercapacitor electrode were fabricated by electrospinning 

and direct calcination of metal salt-containing polymer fibers, and the effects of fabrication 

parameters on electrochemical performance were investigated. Data show that high polymer 

concentrations and low oxide precursor concentrations during electrospinning form porous fibers 

with increased surface area, resulting in capacitance values up to 76 % greater than electrodes 

prepared with low polymer and high precursor concentrations. Post-electrospinning vapor 

melting treatments improved mechanical stability of the fiber mats to prevent delamination 

during calcination, increasing active mass of the prepared electrodes and improving performance 

by over 50 %. Calcining the structures for at least 4 h improves structural and electrical 

properties, increasing capacitance by up to 140 % compared to 2 h calcination, but extended 

calcination times past 4 h have no further beneficial effects. 

 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and linear sweep voltammetry on electrospun web 

electrodes are used to extract system parameters including double layer capacitance and charge 

transfer resistance. The measured parameters are combined with mathematical models to develop 

a theoretical description of discharge behavior in electrospun electrodes with varying fiber sizes, 

porosities, and materials. Modeled discharge curves are used to calculate power and energy 

densities over current densities ranging from 5 to 5000 A/g and predict that the electrospun 

electrodes should exhibit remarkably stable power density over a large range of energy densities. 

The geometry of a fabricated electrode is used to predict relationships between fiber diameter, 



iv 

porosity, and surface area. The predictions are used to examine the effect of fiber diameter on the 

performance of an electrospun system. At low porosity, electrode energy density is maximized 

by minimizing void space in the electrode. Parametric manipulation of the model shows that 

improvements to electrode conductivity and the material’s specific capacitance are promising, 

high-impact areas for optimization, while electrolyte conductivity and exchange current density 

have minimal effects. The model is also expanded to MnO2, Fe2O3, Co3O4, V2O5, and WO3 in 

order to predict suitability for use in electrospun web electrodes. The unexpectedly good 

performance of low-capacitance materials with high conductivities reveals the complex 

relationship between material parameters and electrospun electrode performance. The model is 

useful for predicting the effects of changing electrospun electrode parameters while decreasing 

the amount of necessary experimentation. 

 

The work presented in this dissertation has demonstrated the suitability of electrospun structures 

for use as supercapacitor electrodes and provides insight into the fabrication conditions that 

improve capacitance. The model produced is a powerful tool for predicting materials and fiber 

sizes that are well-suited to the application, providing the potential for electrospun electrode 

fabrication methods to be expanded into higher-performing materials for improved low cost 

energy storage. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Motivation 

According to the 2014 climate change report by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change (IPCC), a pattern of “robust multi-decadal warming” has contributed significantly to 

ocean acidification, rising sea levels, ice cap and sheet shrinkage, and melting permafrost.1 

Increased greenhouse gas emissions due to population and economic growth are considered to 

have substantially contributed to the observed changes in Earth’s climate. The IPCC predicts that 

continuing greenhouse gas emissions without mitigation will continue to cause “long-lasting 

changes in all components of the climate system, increasing the likelihood of severe, pervasive, 

and irreversible impacts for people and ecosystems.”  

With or without intervention, oceans will continue to rise, warm, and acidify, and 

extreme weather events such as droughts and hurricanes will occur more frequently and with 

greater intensity.2 Flora and fauna will increasingly face risk of extinction, especially in the 

marine landscape. Projections predict that by the mid-21st century, increased food demand from 

population growth will combine with negatively impacted crop and fishery yields to cause and 

exacerbate global food insecurity, with additionally reduced water availability in dry subtropical 

regions. Even if greenhouse gas emissions are completely halted, many aspects of climate 

change and its impacts will continue for centuries. Clearly, a reduction in greenhouse gas 

emissions is imperative for preservation of the planet and protection of future generations. CO2 

from burning fossil fuels makes up over half of the annual human contribution to greenhouse gas 

emissions (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Total annual anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions for the years 1970-2010, measured in 

gigatonne of CO2 equivalent per year. CO2 emissions from fossil fuels and industrial processes account for 

well over half of global emissions yearly. Adapted from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s 

2014 synthesis report.1 

As such, innovation in environmentally sound technologies is an essential facet of 

reducing the carbon intensity of energy consumption and production in order to mitigate climate 

change and its effects. In 2018, renewable energy sources made up only around 11 % of the US’s 

energy consumption and 15 % globally.3 For electricity generation, the figures rise to 17 % and 

28 %, respectively. To increase both figures, it is necessary to implement greener technologies 

both in electricity generation, which accounts for over half of the annual anthropogenic 

greenhouse gas emissions, and in transportation, which generates over 30 % of US greenhouse 

gas emissions.1 
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1.1.1. Load Leveling / Power Smoothing 

Inexhaustible renewable energy sources such as wind, wave, and solar power will play an 

essential role in reducing global reliance on fossil fuels. Solar energy experiences a natural 

oscillation with the day/night cycle, and wind and wave energy generation are inconsistent and 

highly variable.4–6 Power fluctuations lead to grid frequency fluctuations, causing poor power 

quality, instability in the power system, and potential interruptions in energy delivery.7 To reduce 

the impact of wind and wave power fluctuations, power smoothing systems are used to attenuate 

the fast variation in supplied power from renewable resources.5,6,8 Supercapacitors are well-

suited to power smoothing  because of the requirement for fast charge and discharge cycles,7 

allowing energy to be supplied steadily and continuously. Power smoothing systems employing 

supercapacitors can store large amounts of power per weight, but have typically short storage 

time of around 30-60 s,6 which is sufficient to smooth frequency fluctuations, but cannot 

maintain solar-provided power overnight. Instead, supercapacitors are used in hybrid energy 

storage systems that integrate long-term battery or pressure-based storage with the fast 

oscillation smoothing of supercapacitors.9  

1.1.2. Transportation 

Hybrid electric vehicles, plug-in hybrids, and full electric vehicles reduce fuel consumption 

and transport-based greenhouse gas emissions, which is an essential component of slowing the 

effects of climate change.1,9 In vehicles with alternative propulsion systems, the internal 

combustion engine is supplemented or replaced by supercapacitors or capacitor/battery hybrid 

electric systems. Wasted energy from braking and shock absorption is harvested, stored, and 

reapplied to the propulsions system, where the short time requirements of acceleration and 

deceleration find supercapacitors particularly advantageous.10 Beyond personal vehicles, 
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supercapacitors also have regenerative braking applications for rail transport and other forms of 

public transportation.9 Current versions of supercapacitors used in hybrid and electric vehicles 

are primarily carbon-based, which have limited cell voltages and operating temperatures.11 

Consequently, a great deal of research is focusing on alternative supercapacitor materials and 

structures that can provide high performance while lowering costs. 

1.2. Background 

1.2.1. Supercapacitors 

1.2.1.1. Operating Principles 

Supercapacitors, also known as ultracapacitors, electrochemical capacitors, or electric double-

layer capacitors, were first developed in the 1960s and 1970s, with more thorough development 

occurring in the 1990s.12 In the mid-2000s, porous carbon-based supercapacitors achieved 

sufficiently high performance to allow their implementation in consumer products and backup 

power supplies for electronics.13,14  Supercapacitors combine the high energy density of batteries 

with the power density of electrolytic capacitors to bridge the gap between the two technologies 

(Figure 2).  
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Figure 2: Ragone plot of commonly used energy storage technologies, adapted from the Handbook of Clean 

Energy Systems.14 

In a Ragone plot, the power densities and energy densities of an energy storage device are 

plotted to compare their total capacity (energy density) and rate capacity (power density). For a 

generalized Ragone plot such as the one in Figure 2, the general characteristics of different 

energy storage technologies can be compared. Traditional capacitors have high power densities 

due to extremely fast discharge capabilities, but low energy densities. Fuel cells and batteries are 

slow to charge and discharge, but can store large amounts of energy. Supercapacitors have a 

wide range of potential energy and power densities, but generally possess higher energy densities 

than capacitors with greater power densities than batteries and fuel cells. Beyond their high 

power and energy densities, supercapacitors have exceedingly long cycling lives. Because 

energy storage does not involve chemical reactions or ion intercalation/deintercalation, 

supercapacitors can withstand millions of cycles before capacity fading becomes debilitating.15 

They also dissipate heat effectively, preventing the thermal runaway issues that plague batteries 
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in many applications.11 Supercapacitors are capable of operating effectively within a far wider 

temperature range than batteries, with high power performance down to -40 °C.16 However, 

supercapacitors are still unable to provide the energy density of current-generation batteries, 

seeing them frequently combined into hybrid energy storage systems rather than used 

individually.   

Supercapacitor cells consist of two electrodes separated by an ionically conductive, 

electronically insulating separator (Figure 3a). An ionic electrolyte soaks the separator and wets 

the electrode surfaces, creating a conductive pathway between the halves of the cell. The 

electrodes can be the same (for a symmetric cell) or different, known as an asymmetric cell. 

When a voltage is applied across the two terminals of the supercapacitor cell, a positive charge is 

generated on one electrode surface (cathode) and a negative charge on the other (anode). 

Correspondingly, negative ions in the electrolyte migrate to the cathode and positive ions to the 

anode, where they are held to the surface by electrostatic interactions (Figure 3b).  
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Figure 3: Schematic of electrochemical capacitor construction. (a) Uncharged capacitor, consisting of two 

electrodes separated by electrolyte and an ionically conducting separator. (b) Charged capacitor, with 

electrolyte ions migrated to the oppositely charged electrodes. 

Upon reversal of the applied polarity, energy discharge is rapid as the ions diffuse from 

the surface. Because energy is stored as a surface charge, specific surface area of the electrode is 

paramount to defining the maximum energy density of the electrodes. In addition to simple 

electrostatic interaction, some electrode materials also exhibit pseudocapacitance, wherein 

faradaic exchange occurs between the electrolyte and electrode surface. The reactions are fast 

and highly reversible and differ from the redox reactions observed in batteries by their restriction 

to surface interactions, without ion intercalation and deintercalation. Pseudocapacitance can 

increase the energy density of a supercapacitor by 10-100 times, but results in slower charging 

and discharging due to the relatively slower kinetics of faradaic exchange, as well as shorter 

cycling life due to dimensional changes from swelling and shrinking caused by modifications to 

the surface lattice.17,18 As the mechanism of energy storage becomes more battery-like, the 
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overall characteristics of the supercapacitor cell do as well. Intrinsic pseudocapacitance is a 

material quality observed in a number of transition metal oxides, including RuO2,
19 MnO2,

20,21 

Fe3O4,
22 V2O5,

23 and Co3O4.
24 

1.2.1.2. Electrode Materials 

Since supercapacitors were developed for commercial use, carbon has been the most 

widely used electrode material, owing to its relatively low cost and ease of production.15 

Activated carbons with high porosity and specific surface area are easily produced, which is 

ideal for energy storage applications as it provides a greater number of energy storage sites. 

However, activated carbons have shown limited capacitance even with optimized porosity, as the 

entire surface area is not utilized for capacitive energy storage.25 To further improve 

supercapacitor performance, other carbon-based electrode materials have been closely 

investigated. Carbide derived carbons are highly tunable structures prepared by extracting metal 

from carbide precursor structures, allowing for precise control over pore size and surface 

functionalization.26,27 Carbon nanotubes and nanofibers have high electrical conductivities and 

mesoporous surfaces, and can be grown directly onto a charge collecting substrate, minimizing 

contact resistance of the electrode and enhancing performance. However, the specific surface 

area of carbon nanotubes is far lower than that of either activated carbon or carbide-derived 

carbons, leading to lower overall capacitance.28 Graphene has also been investigated for 

supercapacitor electrodes and demonstrates good flexibility; chemical, thermal, and electrical 

stability; large surface area; and surface functionalizability for induction of pseudocapacitance.29 

However, it has a propensity to re-stack, causing irreversible capacity loss due to decreased 

conductivity and surface area. 
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Metal oxides are another suitable and highly attractive class of material for 

supercapacitor electrodes as they possess high specific capacitances and conductivities in the 

semiconducting to metallic range (Table I). One of the most deeply explored oxides is RuO2, 

which has the highest specific capacitance measured among supercapacitor electrode materials. It 

is highly pseudocapacitive, with approximately 90 % of its energy storage originating from 

faradaic reactions with the electrolyte.30 RuO2 is thermally and electrically stable, highly 

conductive, and physically robust.31 However, it is also toxic, expensive, and performs best in a 

strongly acidic electrolyte, severely limiting its utility for widespread implementation.32  NiO 

films have demonstrated capacitances similar to activated carbon with long cycling lives, but 

have limited voltage stability windows, limiting it to use as a cathode in asymmetrical 

supercapacitors.33,34 Cobalt oxides, both as crystalline Co3O4 and amorphous CoOx, show similar 

performance to NiO and carbon-based structures but have wider operating voltage windows, 

allowing them expanded utility as either anodes or a cathodes.35,36 Vanadium oxides, including 

V2O5 and V3O7, demonstrate similar capacitances to nickel and cobalt oxides, but with enhanced 

stability at high charging and discharging rates, making them attractive for high-power 

applications.23 

Table I: Observed specific capacitances and approximate conductivities of supercapacitor electrode materials 

in aqueous electrolyte. Note that both properties are highly dependent on structure and processing, and 

conductivity can vary by several orders of magnitude.28 

 Material Specific capacitance (F/g) Conductivity (S/cm) 

Carbons Activated Carbon 300  28  10-4 - 10  37 

 CDCs 220  27 ~ 5  27 

 CNTs 180  28  104 - 105  38 

 Graphene 135  29 550  39 

Metal Oxides RuO2 1580  40 300  41 

 NiO 200  33  10-5 - 10-2  42,43 

 Co3O4, CoOx ~165  35,36 10-9 - 10-6  44 
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 VOx 167  23 10-4 - 30  45 

 MnO2 1370  21 10-5 - 10-4  46 

 Mn2O3 600  47 10-5  48 

 Mn3O4 200 – 600  49 10-7 – 10-8  50 

 

Aside from RuO2, manganese oxides are the some of the most widely investigated metal 

oxides for supercapacitor electrodes.15,51 Manganese is naturally abundant, inexpensive, and 

biologically and environmentally benign. Combined with their relatively good capacitive 

performances, manganese oxides appear promising for low cost, high-performance 

supercapacitors. Manganese can exist in oxidation states ranging from Mn2+ to Mn7+, and is 

stable in many phases, including MnO, MnO2, Mn2O3, Mn3O4, Mn5O8, and others. MnO2 holds 

the most promise for supercapacitor applications, with theoretical capacitances of around 1300 

F/g.21 With an oxidation state of +4, the manganese in MnO2 can undergo two oxidation or 

reduction steps (to Mn2+ or Mn6+), leading to a high degree of potential pseudocapacitance 

through electron exchange. Compared to MnO2, Mn2O3 has a lower theoretical capacitance of 

around 600 F/g,47,52 owing to lower conductivity and less potential for faradaic exchange, as only 

one reduction is possible (Mn3+ to Mn2+). Mn3O4 has a mixed Mn3+/Mn2+ valence, resulting in 

the least possible pseudocapacitance, as Mn2+ cannot be further reduced. Nevertheless, ease of 

fabrication makes both Mn2O3 and Mn3O4 attractive for low-cost energy storage. 

As semiconductors, manganese oxides are limited by low intrinsic conductivities on the 

order of 10-3 S/m.48,53 Poor electrical conductivity detrimentally affects supercapacitor electrode 

performance by limiting solid state diffusion rates of electrons and ions within the structure.54,55 

Especially at fast cycling rates, the limited diffusion leads to ineffective charge generation on the 

electrode surface, preventing full utilization of the voltage range applied. 
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1.2.2. Supercapacitor Energy Storage Models 

Modeling of nanostructured and porous metal oxide supercapacitors has been extensively 

performed, as accurate simulations of the structures and processes are essential to understanding 

and improving performance. In 1975, Tiedemann and Newman presented an early model for the 

double-layer charging behavior of porous lead oxide electrodes.56 Later, Srinivasan and Wiedner 

examined the effects of cell design and operation parameters including electrode thickness, 

electrode and electrolyte resistances, temperature, and current density on power and energy 

densities of porous electrodes.57 To introduce faradaic reactions into capacitive systems, Pillay 

and Newman modeled the effects of side reactions on charging and cycling of porous 

electrodes.58  

Lin’s first model combining pseudocapacitive and double layer processes in a porous 

metal oxide supercapacitor structure has provided the basis for many further models of metal 

oxide supercapacitor systems.59 The Lin model has been expanded upon by application to 

oxide/carbon composite systems with proton diffusion effects;60,61 asymmetrical 

supercapacitors;62–64  hybrid battery/supercapacitor systems;65–67 varying geometries including 

nanorods,68 interdigitated electrodes,69 and changes in electrode thickness and porosity;70 and to 

account for self-discharge and side reactions.71,72 Other models integrate more complex 

descriptions of double-layer capacitance to accurately account for ion interactions in the 

electrolyte and with the electrode surface73 or describe moving reaction fronts through the 

electrode body.74 Conversely, some research has also focused on providing simplified models for 

easier use.75,76 

Most models of supercapacitor charging and discharging utilize hydrous RuO2, carbon, or 

RuO2-carbon composite electrode materials, and to date very few models have been published 
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for other systems. Hao et al. (2015) produced a model for an asymmetric lithium manganese 

oxide/ activated carbon supercapacitor, which was unique in its treatment of an asymmetric 

system as previous models examined only a single electrode of a symmetrical system and 

assumed mirrored behavior at the other electrode.77 The asymmetrical model is important not 

only for asymmetric supercapacitors but also for electrode materials that have different affinities 

for positive or negative polarization, and may be an important step towards producing realistic 

models for both symmetric and asymmetric systems.  

A common aspect of analytical models developed to describe supercapacitor behavior is 

lack of integration with experimental results. Many models are verified by comparison to other 

theoretical results and use only assumed values that may not describe the system realistically. 

Several models have been compared to or verified against experimental results70,78–80 or use 

values derived from experimental results,81,82 but there is still a lack of widespread mixing 

between theoretical and experimental models for describing metal oxide-based supercapacitor 

behavior. 

1.2.3. Electrospinning 

1.2.3.1. Fundamentals and operating principles 

Electrospinning is a polymer processing technique used for fabrication of nano- to  

micro-scale fibers. It was first patented in 193083 and since then has been used in many fields 

including biotechnology, pharmaceuticals, electronics, environmental engineering, textiles, and 

energy storage and conversion.84 Electrospun fibers offer supremely high specific surface areas, 

tunable fiber size and porosity, and flexibility in polymer selection, making it attractive across a 

wide range of applications due to its enormous diversity in products. Electrospinning uses 

electrostatic forces to form fibers from polymer solutions (solution electrospinning) or melted 
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polymer (melt electrospinning). The polymer solution or melt is held in a syringe with a metallic 

spinneret through which the polymer is dispensed. The syringe is positioned some distance from 

a collector surface, and a high-strength electric field is applied between the spinneret and 

collector. A schematic of a typical electrospinning setup is presented in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Schematic of a typical vertical electrospinning setup, adapted from Skinner, et al.85 The syringe and 

collector may also be positioned horizontally without any significant modifications to the schematic setup. 

The polymer solution or melt is extruded from the spinneret into the electric field, where 

it forms a droplet at the tip of the spinneret. Electrical charge builds up on the surface of the 

polymer droplet from the voltage differential between the deposition surface and spinneret. 

When the charge reaches a sufficient magnitude for the electrostatic forces between the charged 

droplet and the deposition surface to overcome the surface tension of the droplet, the polymer is 

elongated into a Taylor cone and further reduced to a micro- or nanoscale jet (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5: Image showing Taylor cone, transition zone or stable region, and fiber jet. ab and ac represent the 

droplet radii at the respective locations, adapted from Han, Yarin & Reneker.86 

The fiber jet exists in a stable region for a short distance before entering the whipping 

region, where solvent evaporation decreases the fiber diameter and radial charge repulsion 

among the polymer chains becomes dominant.85,87  The fibers are whipped chaotically about the 

jet axis and pulled towards the collector, which is held at the opposite polarity to the spinneret. 

As the jet travels between the spinneret and collector, the solvent evaporates or the melted 

polymer cools, and a solid polymer fiber is deposited.  

Electrospinning has been effectively applied to an enormous number of natural and 

synthetic polymers, as well as copolymers and polymer blends. The process is controlled by 

several parameters, including polymer type and molecular weight, solvent composition and 

concentration (or temperature for melt electrospinning), separation distance between the 

spinneret and collector, electric field strength, type or geometry of the collector, and ambient 

temperature and humidity. Manipulation of the process parameters allows for tunability of fiber 

composition, size, packing density, alignment, and morphology. 
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1.2.3.2. Fiber Morphology 

Many electrospun fibers exhibit smooth morphologies with circular cross-sections, but 

electrospinning parameters can be manipulated to produce fibers with wide-ranging 

morphologies (Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6: Examples of electrospun fibers with varying morphologies. (a) nanosprings fabricated by coaxial 

electrospinning of Nomex and thermoplastic polyurethane, adapted from Chen, et al.;88 (b) beaded nanofibers 

produced from polystyrene in tetrahydrofuran, adapted from Lee, et al.;89 (c) hollow polycaprolactone (PCL) 

nanofibers produced by coaxial electrospinning of PCL and polyethylene oxide, adapted from Dror, et al.;90 

(d) porous PCL microfibers produced by electrospinning at 75 % relative humidity, adapted from Nezarati, 

Eifert & Cosgriff-Hernandez.91 

Fiber morphology and size are affected by all electrospinning parameters. Solution 

composition (especially polymer type, molecular weight, and solution concentration) has strong 

effects on fiber size and morphology. Beads are common with very low solution viscosities 

resulting from low molecular weight and/or concentration.92–94 As solution viscosity increases, 
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the beads change from spherical in shape to elongated, before disappearing entirely. Fiber 

diameter increases alongside viscosity, up to the point where viscosity becomes so high that the 

electrostatic forces induced in the polymer can no longer overcome the surface tension of the 

droplet and electrospinning becomes impossible. Beading may also occur if there is an imbalance 

between separation distance and applied voltage, with separation being too small or large for the 

polymer solution and applied voltage, or voltage too high for the separation distance.84,95,96 

Fiber diameter can also be controlled with applied voltage, flow rate, or temperature. 

Increasing the applied voltage generally decreases fiber diameter by causing greater electrostatic 

force within the fibers, leading to more fiber stretching.97,98 However, for some polymers the 

effect can be negligible or even opposite.99,100 Polymer flow rate controls the material deposition 

rate, with slower feed rates allowing longer times for solvent evaporation and lower fiber 

diameters.101,102 Increases in ambient temperature cause decreased fiber diameter owing to the 

inverse relationship between temperature and viscosity, with lower viscosities resulting in 

smaller fiber diameter.103,104  

1.2.3.3. Fiber Alignment 

For certain applications such as tissue engineering,105 composite reinforcement,106 or 

device fabrication,107 uni- or multiaxial fiber alignment can be highly desirable due to unique 

mechanical, optical, electrical, and biological properties. With a flat plat collector, the fibers 

whip chaotically about the axis extending from the spinneret tip to the collector plate, resulting in 

random deposition. However, the deposition pattern can be controlled with modifications to the 

collector. Two common configurations for fabricating aligned fibers are the rotating drum 

collector and parallel plate electrodes (Figure 7).  
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Figure 7: (a) Parallel plate electrodes and (b) rotating drum electrode used for aligned fiber deposition during 

electrospinning, adapted from Aminu, et al.108 

A rotating drum electrode aligns fibers using mechanical force. When the conductive 

drum is rotated at a speed such that the linear velocity of the surface is similar to the rate of 

electrospun fiber deposition, the fibers are stretched circumferentially around the drum, resulting 

in fiber alignment.109 However, fast rotation rates can cause breakage of brittle polymers, so the 

method is not suitable for all materials, and the degree of alignment is generally much lower than 

that obtained by other methods. The parallel plate collector method can result in higher degrees 

of alignment and may be suitable for a wider range of polymers. The continuous collection plate 

is replaced by a collector consisting of two conductive strips separated by a gap ranging from 

millimeters to centimeters. The insulating gap changes the electric field structure, and deposited 

fibers are simultaneously attracted to the edges of the two electrodes. Deposition across the gap 

results in uniaxial fiber alignment, with the degree of alignment affected by gap width and fiber 

thickness. By introducing more pairs of electrodes around a center area, the number of axes of 

alignment can also be increased to produce high-quality fiber meshes.110 
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1.2.3.4. Non-polymeric fibers 

Recently, the nonwoven web structure of electrospun materials has been under investigation to 

produce electrodes from carbon nanofibers,111,112 metal oxides,113 and oxide-carbon 

composites.114 While electrospinning is a polymer fabrication technique, post-processing can be 

applied to electrospun fiber mats to convert the structures to non-polymeric compositions. 

Carbon fibers have been prepared from a number of polymers by subjecting the electrospun 

fibers to high temperatures under vacuum, inert, or reducing atmospheres.115 The carbonization 

procedures remove additional elements present in the original polymer, leaving behind pure 

carbon which can then be used for applications such as catalysis and energy storage. 

 Metallic and ceramic fibers can be fabricated using a similar procedure with necessary 

additives to the electrospinning solution. Metal-containing precursors such as salts or organic 

compounds are added to the polymer solution prior to electrospinning. The fiber mats are heat 

treated in reactive atmospheres to remove the polymer from the structures as gaseous carbon 

compounds, and the precursors react with the atmosphere to form oxides, nitrides, silicides, or 

other ceramics. To produce metallic fibers, subsequent metallization is performed at high 

temperature in a reducing atmosphere. For both metallic and ceramic fibers, the electrospun 

system must be carefully engineered so that the metal-based structures solidify prior to polymer 

burnout in order to retain the fibrous structure without melting. 

1.3. Research Goals 

In the proposed work, the effects of various processing parameters on the storage 

capacity and stability of Mn-based electrospun web electrodes will be examined, and a model for 

describing performance through manipulation of the fabrication parameters will be 

produced. The materials system examined is a ceramic precursor of manganese acetate 
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(Mn(COOH)2, Mn(Ac)2) in a carrier polymer of polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP). For each parameter 

evaluated, specific capacitance is the primary metric by which effects will be 

compared. Electrochemical capacitance is measured in a standard three-electrode or two-

electrode cell with cyclic voltammetry (CV). Cyclic voltammograms are 

collected at different scan rates, and capacitance of the electrode is calculated according to the 

areas within the traces. The shapes of the scans will also provide qualitative information on the 

electrochemical behavior of the electrode materials, including redox activity and 

charging/discharging kinetics. By subjecting the electrodes to many cycles, capacity fading will 

be measured and used to quantify electrode stability. While the ultimate response variable 

of interest is electrode capacitance, intermediate variables including fiber diameter and 

percent areal coverage of the electrode surface will also be measured. The intermediate variables 

are necessary for calculations and will also provide information on the effects of processing on 

the system. More complete understanding of electrode structures and morphology will provide 

insight into the processing-structure-performance relationships of the ceramic system that will be 

essential for developing a more complete understanding of the component interactions leading to 

optimization.   

Fiber composition, controlled by weight percent of PVP and Mn(Ac)2 in the 

electrospinning solution, was varied, and the effects on total electrode capacitance were 

examined. Exploring the effects of solution composition looked at relative amounts of PVP 

and Mn(Ac)2 in the deposited fibers, as well as the sizes and morphologies of the 

fibers. Electrospinning time affects the ultimate active mass on the electrode by changing the 

number of fiber layers in the electrospun mat. Longer electrospinning times increases material 

loading, but with sufficiently long depositions, delamination of the ceramic layer during 
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calcination becomes an issue as the electrospun ceramic webs lift from the surface of the 

electrode in sheets. The fibers are prepared as polymer webs and retain their macro-scale 

dimensions after the polymer is removed and they are converted to ceramics. Upon cooling, the 

ceramic fibers shrink but are locked in place at junctions with other fibers, where they are fused 

together. As the fibers shrink, the immobile junctions cause some fibers to break, and as the 

fiber-fiber links are much stronger than the heterojunction between the fibers and the foil, 

sufficiently thick fiber mat layers will slough from the surface of the substrate in bulk. Therefore, 

optimal electrospinning time to prevent sloughing but maximize active mass after calcination is 

an important parameter for investigation. As an added consideration, electrospinning thicker 

webs will result in diminishing returns at some thickness as poor electrical conductivity through 

the oxide fibers limits charge transport to and from the fibers at the surface of the electrode. As 

the fibers at the very surface of the electrode have the greatest accessibility to the electrolyte, it is 

imperative to ensure that electrical charge is effectively conducted to the surface of the fiber mat 

so that electrochemical interaction can occur.  The effect of calcination time at constant 

temperature was investigated, as longer calcination times allow for a greater degree of oxide 

densification at junctions between fibers and may produce stronger fiber webs. Therefore, fibers 

calcined for longer times have lower porosity within the fibers and a slightly smaller specific 

surface area, but stronger junctions between fibers may improve charge transfer from the top 

layers of fibers down to the substrate and enhance mechanical stability for handling and 

electrochemical cycling purposes. Calcination temperature was fixed, as the aluminum foil 

substrates employed have a limited temperature range for stability, and varying calcination 

temperature influences the phase of manganese oxide produced.  The effects of post-

electrospinning processing steps, including hot-pressing and vapor-phase partial 
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melting treatments to enhance adhesion of the fiber mats, were evaluated for their effects on 

electrode morphology and final energy storage performance.   

Experimental results were used to adapt existing models from literature, with the goal of 

describing the effects of various system parameters on electrospun electrode behavior. Based 

solely on specific surface area and charge transfer limitations of manganese oxides, a minimized 

fiber size should result in the greatest capacitive properties. However, the effects of fiber size on 

electrode porosity and mass loading must also be considered as smaller fiber sizes reduce the 

active mass of the electrode. Because there is a complex interplay between material properties 

and electrode geometry to determine electrode performance, a theoretical model that assimilates 

measured system parameters with theoretical processes is useful for predicting the electrode 

materials and geometries that will result in the highest-performing electrodes. Using measured 

values for system parameters such as capacitance and resistance is essential as real systems 

rarely perform at or even near theoretical values, and the electrospinning process results in 

geometries that cannot be easily predicted from fabrication parameters. Additionally, the model 

can be used to predict more complex discharge behavior than simple capacitance, including the 

effect of varying current densities on discharge behavior and the resulting power densities of the 

device. By combining experimentally derived system values with theoretical processes and 

reactions, the unique freestanding web supercapacitor electrodes can be examined as a realistic 

system. The model was developed from and for Mn2O3 webs but may be expanded to other metal 

oxide systems fabricated with similar methods. 
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2. Experimental 

2.1. Electrospinning 

2.1.1. Single-composition 

Mn2O3 web electrodes were fabricated via electrospinning onto foil charge-collecting 

substrates and subsequent calcination. The fibers analyzed in Section 3.2.1 were fabricated from 

manganese acetate tetrahydrate (Mn(ac)2, Mn(CH2COO)2·4H2O, ≥99 %, Sigma-Aldrich) and 

polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, MW=1,300,000) as purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Mn(ac)2 and 

PVP were selected for the electrospinning system because their high solubilities in water: ethanol 

blends facilitated simple solution preparation, and high molecular weight PVP remains stable 

past the temperature where Mn(ac)2 is converted to oxide. Electrospinning solutions consisted of 

8 % Mn(ac)2 / 8 % PVP by weight in a solvent of ethanol (≥99.5 %, Sigma-Aldrich), deionized 

water (18 MΩ), and glacial acetic acid (≥99 %, Sigma-Aldrich) with a volume ratio of 6 : 2.3 : 

2.5, which was found to lengthen the shelf life of the prepared electrospinning solution. For a 

typical solution preparation, 0.798 g PVP was dissolved in 4.5 mL ethanol. 1.131 g 

Mn(ac)2·4H2O was dissolved in solvent containing 1.5 mL ethanol, 1 mL deionized H2O, and 2.5 

mL acetic acid at 40 °C. Once both solutions were homogeneous, the Mn(ac)2 solution was 

added to the PVP solution and mixed at room temperature until homogeneous.  Fibers were 

electrospun in a vertical electrospinner with the needle at high voltage. Separation distance was 

fixed at 5 cm, and voltage was maintained at 8.5-8.6 kV. Solution flowrate was adjusted to 

maintain stable spinning, which occurred around 0.59 mL/hr.  

Fiber mats used in Section 3.3 were electrospun from a 14 % / 14 % Mn(ac)2 by weight 

in a solvent of 1:1 deionized water : ethanol. Higher PVP and Mn(ac)2 concentrations were 

introduced to increase electrospun fiber size, and acetic acid was removed from the solution to 
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simplify handling and reduce spinneret corrosion. All solutions prepared without acetic acid 

were used the same day as prepared due to rapid degradation during storage. All reagents were 

used as-received without further processing. A simplified solution preparation procedure was 

implemented wherein PVP was added to the ethanol: water solvent and mixed until fully 

dissolved, 3 – 4 h. The Mn(ac)2·4H2O was then added and the solution was stirred for 

approximately 1 h until homogeneous. The solution was electrospun from a 22-gauge needle 

held at 5.7 kV with the collector plate grounded and a needle-to-collection-plate separation 

distance of 4.5 cm. Fiber mats were deposited for 10 min each before removal and storage in a 

desiccator. 

2.1.2. Variable Composition 

To examine the effects of fabrication parameters on electrospun web electrodes, a design 

matrix was prepared using a full factorial design of experiments (DOE) with three midpoints to 

check for curvature in the data (Table II). 

Table II: Design matrix for examination of solution composition, electrospinning deposition time, and 

calcination time on freestanding web electrodes. Nineteen standards were required for a full 24 factorial 

design with three midpoints. 

Standard PVP 

Concentration 

(wt%) 

Mn(ac)2 

Concentration 

(wt%) 

Deposition Time 

(min) 

Calcination 

Time (min) 

1 8 8 10 120 

2 20 8 10 120 

3 8 20 10 120 

4 20 20 10 120 

5 8 8 30 120 

6 20 8 30 120 

7 8 20 30 120 

8 20 20 30 120 

9 8 8 10 240 

10 20 8 10 240 

11 8 20 10 240 

12 20 20 10 240 

13 8 8 30 240 
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14 20 8 30 240 

15 8 20 30 240 

16 20 20 30 240 

17 14 14 20 180 

18 14 14 20 180 

19 14 14 20 180 

 

The low and high conditions for PVP and Mn(ac)2 were set at 8 wt% and 20 wt%, 

electrospinning deposition time was varied between 10 and 30 min, and calcination time was 

tested at a low value of 120 min and a high value of 240 min. Low and high values for solution 

composition were determined from the functional range for electrospinning. At PVP 

concentrations below 8 wt% or above 20 wt% solution viscosity does not allow for fiber 

formation during electrospinning, while low Mn(ac)2 concentrations prevent oxide fiber 

formation during calcination and higher concentrations do not dissolve fully into solution. 

Deposition times were also selected for functional purposes; less than 10 min deposition results 

in a sparse fiber mat and weak electrochemical response, and greater than 30 min results in a 

thick fiber mat that disrupts the electric field within the electrospinner and prevents further 

electrospinning. Calcination times were selected to provide sufficient time for polymer burnout. 

The sixteen standards evaluating low and high conditions were fabricated and tested in a random 

order to eliminate temporal effects, while the three midpoints (std 17, 18, and 19) were evaluated 

as the first, tenth, and nineteenth samples.  

Electrospinning solutions were prepared from PVP and Mn(ac)2 in a 1:1 volume ratio of 

deionized water: ethanol solvent as described in Section 2.1.1. Fibers were electrospun in a 

Spraybase vertical electrospinner equipped with a 22-gauge needle at high voltage and a 

grounded collection plate. Solution flow rate was fixed at 0.20 mL/h and voltage was maintained 

at 6.5 kV with a separation distance of 4.5 cm between the needle and collector. Fibers were 
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electrospun onto 9-cm-diameter circular aluminum foil substrates. Manganese oxide films were 

also spin cast for comparison to the electrospun structures. To achieve areal masses similar to the 

electrospun electrodes, the solutions were dynamic deposited onto 9-cm aluminum foil substrates 

at 10,000 rpm and spun for 60 s. Deposition volumes were the same as electrospun deposition 

volumes based on electrospinning time and solution flow rate: 100 µL for 30 min deposition 

times, and 33 µL for 10 min deposition times.  

2.2. Thermal Treatment 

Electrospun fiber mats and spin cast films were calcined in a 2-inch-diameter tube 

furnace (MTI Corp, CA, USA) in air to remove the polymer from the structures and convert 

Mn(ac)2 to manganese oxide. The furnace was ramped to 600 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min and 

maintained at temperature for times ranging from 120 to 720 min before cooling to room 

temperature. The ramp rate was selected to minimize the time spent between the glass transition 

and vaporization temperatures of the polymer so that the fiber structure would be preserved. 

For calcination in an oxidizing atmosphere, electrospun fiber mats were sealed into a 2-

inch-diameter tube furnace. Oxygen gas (>99.5 %, General Distributing Co., MT, USA) was 

flowed through the tube at 0.3 LPM with 0 atm total relative pressure in the tube. The tube was 

flushed with oxygen for 20 min prior to starting the heating procedure. The furnace was ramped 

at 10 °C/min to 600 °C for polymer burnout, then reduced to 450 °C for the remainder of the 

calcination. Samples were allowed to cool overnight prior to removal from the furnace. 

2.3. Variable Pressure Calcination 

Samples prepared for bulk fiber treatment in Section 3.2.1 were collected by electrospinning 

for ~1 h at a time onto foil and then scraping the collected fibers into crucibles for thermal 
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treatment. Calcining independently from the deposition surface was necessary as the calcined 

structures cannot be removed from the foil. Bulk treatment also reduced total experiment time by 

increasing the mass of fibers that could be calcined during a single furnace run. Electrospun 

composite Mn(ac)2/PVP fibers were ramped at 10 °C/min to 600 °C and held for 0.5 h, 2 h, or 

4 h before cooling to room temperature. All experiments were conducted in air, at 0.81 atm 

(atmospheric pressure), 0.26 atm, or 0.12 atm. Pressure was controlled by adjusting the seal at 

the front of the tube furnace while simultaneously pulling vacuum from the rear to create flow 

through the tube at the specified pressure. Fibers were then processed into composite electrodes 

as described in Section 2.8.1. 

2.4. Post-Processing 

After electrospinning, the composite fibers from Section 2.1.1 were subjected to post-

processing procedures to improve their mechanical stability. The samples were hot pressed, 

vapor melted, or both. Fiber mats were hot pressed at 120 °C for 10 min in a manual hot press 

and allowed to cool in air. Vapor melting was conducted in a humidity-monitored box, where 20 

mL of deionized water was deposited onto an absorbent substrate. The box was allowed to rise to 

76 % relative humidity, and the fiber mats were sealed into the box for 180 s before removal to 

ambient air. Samples that experienced both treatments in either sequence (hot pressing then 

vapor melting, or vice versa) were subjected to the same conditions for each treatment as those 

that only underwent one post-processing step. 

To measure wettability of the prepared electrodes, a 10 µL droplet of deionized water was 

dispensed onto the surface of each electrode. Side-on images were taken for three samples from 

each condition, and the contact angle of the water droplet was measured in ImageJ.116 The 

average of the three measurements was reported as the contact angle for given treatment. 
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2.5. Imaging 

2.5.1.1. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

Electrospun fibers for TEM examination were prepared directly on 3.0 mm PELCO Stainless 

Steel TEM grids (Ted Pella Inc., CA, USA). The grids were placed onto the aluminum foil 

collector during electrospinning and calcined according to the procedures described in Section 

2.2. The fiber mats were imaged at 200 kV with a Philips CM-200 FEG-TEM equipped with a 

cryogenic cooling arm. 

2.5.1.2. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

Scanning electron micrographs were collected with a Tescan Mira3 FE-SEM operated at 

15.00 kV and a Hitachi S4500 SEM at 20.00 kV. Samples were cut from the as-spun and 

calcined fiber mats, mounted onto aluminum stubs, and lightly gold coated prior to imaging. 

SEM was used to measure fiber mat thickness, porosity, and average fiber diameter. From each 

fiber mat, planar and cross-sectional images were collected at multiple locations. Image analysis 

to determine fiber thickness, mat thickness, and porosity was performed in ImageJ. For fiber 

thickness, the average of 30 diameter measurements from five locations was taken as average 

diameter. Fiber mat thickness was taken as the average of 20 measurements from cross-sectional 

images. Fiber thickness was quite variable, with typical ranges of approximately 100 nm; fiber 

mat cross-sectional thickness had similar ranges of around 100 – 150 nm. 

Porosity was measured from SEM micrographs by threshholding the image so that all 

fibers were displayed as white pixels, and voids were black (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8: Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of electrospun fiber mat electrode before (a) and after (b) 

thresholding used to measure porosity by calculating ratio of black pixels to total pixels on the thresholded 

image. 

The ratio of black pixels to total pixels in the image was taken to represent fiber mat porosity. 

Porosity was measured from 10 locations and averaged to yield the fiber mat porosity used in the 

model. 

2.6. X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 

The aluminum foil substrates used to support the electrospun structures exhibit strong 

diffraction peaks overlapping those of Mn2O3, preventing direct XRD interrogation of the 

electrospun oxide structures. Once fabricated, the electrospun fiber mats cannot be removed from 
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the charge collecting substrate. Thus, a powder approximation was necessary to isolate the oxide 

X-ray signal from that of the aluminum substrate. To prepare samples for powder XRD, PVP and 

Mn(ac)2·4H2O were mixed in a crucible in 1:1, 1:2.5, or 2.5:1 weight ratios to replicate the 

weight ratios present in the electrospun structures. The powders were calcined under the same 

conditions as the corresponding electrospun fibers and crushed to remove 

agglomerations.  Diffractograms were collected with a Rigaku Ultima IV X-ray diffractometer 

from 20-80 deg. at a scan rate of 2 deg./min. A Cu-Kα source was used with a Ni filter at 40 kV 

and 40 mA.  

2.7. Thermogravimetric Analysis  

As-received PVP and Mn(ac)2·4H2O and as-electrospun fibers were analyzed with a TA 

Instruments SDT-650 STA to determine critical temperatures for the electrospun composite 

system. Samples were heated in an alumina crucible from room temperature to 600 °C at a rate 

of 10 °C/min under flowing air to detect material changes. 

2.8. Electrochemistry 

2.8.1. Composite Electrodes 

Fibers were processed into stable electrodes prior to electrochemical characterization for 

Section 3.2.1. Calcined samples were mixed with acetylene black and polyvinylidene difluoride 

(PVDF) binder (MTI Corp., CA, USA) in a 70:15:15 weight ratio to improve sample 

conductivity and mechanical stability, and N-methyl pyrrolidinone (≥99, Sigma-Aldrich) was 

added to form a thick slurry. The slurry was doctor bladed onto Ni mesh substrates (MTI Corp., 

CA, USA) and the electrodes were dried at 100 °C for 24 h before examination.  
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Electrochemical characterization was performed in 0.5 M Na2SO4 (≥99.0 %, Sigma-

Aldrich) with a Pt wire counter electrode and Ag/AgCl reference electrode. A Keithley 2450 

SourceMeter was used as the electrochemical test station. The working electrode was tested 

using an electrode holder with defined area of 0.421 cm2 and a standard three-electrode 

configuration. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed between –0.4 and 1.3 V vs Ag/AgCl at 

rates between 25 and 200 mV·s-1. The voltage range was selected to capture the redox activity 

observed above 1 V. 

2.8.2. Freestanding Electrodes 

2.8.2.1. Three Electrode Cell 

Calcined samples for Sections 3.1, 3.2.1, and 3.3  were tested in a standard configuration 

three-electrode electrochemical cell with Ag/AgCl reference electrode and Pt wire counter 

electrode, and 1.0 M Na2SO4 electrolyte. A Keithley 2450 SourceMeter was used as the 

potentiostat. Circular samples were cut from the calcined fiber mats and placed into a circular 

foil holder with a defined area of 0.421 cm2. Cyclic voltammograms were recorded between -0.3 

and +0.3 V at scan rates of 25, 50, 100, and 200 mV/s. Three samples were tested for each 

standard, and the average of the calculated capacitances were taken as the areal capacitance of 

the standard. Typical ranges for the three samples were between 10 % - 40 % of the calculated 

average. 

2.8.2.2. Two-Electrode Symmetrical Cell 

Electrodes for Sections 3.2.2, 3.4, and 3.5.1 were tested as symmetrical cells in a two-electrode 

split cell (MTI Corp., USA) with 15 mm electrodes cut from the calcined fiber mats, a glass 

microfiber filter separator (Whatman, Grade GF/F), and 1.0 M Na2SO4 electrolyte. A  

two-electrode configuration was used to characterize the cells with cyclic voltammetry (CV), 
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linear sweep voltammetry (LSV), electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), and 

galvanostatic charge-discharge (GCD), with a Gamry 1010E electrochemical test station used to 

conduct all tests. Each test was performed on three cells and the calculated values were taken as 

the average of the measurements. 

For LSV, linear sweeps were taken from -0.1 V to 0.1 V at 0.5 mV/s, and the results were 

plotted as log(current) vs potential to produce a Tafel plot from which transfer coefficients and 

exchange current density were extracted. Cyclic voltammograms were collected from 0 to 1 V at 

scan rates of 10, 5, 50, 100, and 200 mV/s and were used to calculate areal capacitance of the 

cells. EIS was conducted on the cells from 1 MHz to 0.1 Hz, with 0 V DC and 5 mV AC applied. 

Bode and Nyquist plots generated from EIS were fit with equivalent circuit models to describe 

the observed behavior and isolate double layer capacitance from pseudocapacitive energy storage 

modes. The same equivalent circuit model was used to describe all samples. GCD was used to 

examine cycling stability of the freestanding electrospun electrodes. Current densities of 1, 5, 

and 10 A/g were applied to the cells to charge to 1 V before discharging to 0 V. The 0 – 1 V 

charge and discharge cycle at constant current density was continued for 100 cycles and the 

capacitance was calculated from each GCD cycle by the Gamry Echem Analyst software. 

2.9. Model Implementation 

The theoretical model was implemented in R,117 with the package deSolve118 used to solve 

the system of ordinary differential equations. For each iteration, the spatial domain was divided 

into 50 boxes, and the time domain was given a step size of 0.1 s. For generating Ragone plots at 

current densities above 100 A/g, the time domain was given a step size of 0.01 s to improve 

prediction accuracy between 1 and 0 V. For Section 3.5.5, the time domain was adjusted with the 

total discharge time to give at least 100 steps.  
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3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Effects of Fabrication Parameters on Electrospun Electrodes 

Prior to further characterization, the thermal behavior of the PVP/Mn(ac)2 system was 

examined to ensure that the acetate-to-oxide conversion occurred at a lower temperature than 

polymer burnout to prevent fiber melting. Components of the electrospun fibers were examined 

with thermogravimetry both in as-received form and in the as-electrospun fiber (Figure 9).  

 

Figure 9: Thermogravimetric analysis plot of as-received Mn(ac)2, as-received PVP, and as-electrospun 

composite fibers. 

By examining sample mass loss as temperature increases, the critical temperatures at which 

chemical reactions and vaporization occur can be determined. Additionally, by testing both fiber 

components individually as well as in the composite form, changes to the thermal behavior due 

to reactions between the PVP and acetate can be identified. In both the composite fiber and as a 

pure sample, Mn(ac)2·4H2O loses mass due to dehydration between 60-110 °C, and then again at 

290 °C as it is converted to the lower molecular weight M2O3. The PVP carrier polymer exhibits 

a slight mass loss due to dehydration around 100 °C and then complete removal from 440-

460 °C.  In the electrospun fibers, onset of Mn(ac)2 oxidation begins slightly earlier than in the 
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pure material, around 260 °C, due to improved heat transfer properties of the high surface-area-

to-volume ratio of the electrospun fibers as compared to as-received acetate crystals. Polymer 

burnout occurs in the same temperature range for the electrospun fibers as for the pure material, 

as the ultra-high molecular weight of the polymer results in a high degree of chain entanglement, 

limiting significant depression of the oxidation temperature in the nanostructures. Based on 

thermogravimetry, chemical interactions between the acetate precursor and polymer matrix are 

not significant to the thermal behavior of either component, as decomposition temperatures in the 

composite correspond directly to those of the individual components. Mn(ac)2 conversion to 

Mn2O3 occurs prior to polymer removal, allowing for the electrospun fiber morphology to be 

maintained throughout thermal treatment.  

To determine the effects of fabrication parameters on the structure and performance of 

freestanding electrospun electrodes, a 24 factorial design was used with StatEase statistical 

modeling software. Because solution composition was varied between conditions, it was 

necessary to first confirm that no phase changes occurred in the ceramic as a result of the 

changing ratios of polymer and precursor. After electrospinning and calcination in air to convert 

the polymer fibers to ceramic structures, powder XRD was used to confirm phase of the 

electrospun oxide structures (Figure 10). 
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Figure 10: X-ray diffractogram of powder-processed 1:1 PVP: Mn(ac)2 to determine phase of oxide produced 

during calcination of electrospun composite fibers. Planes associated with each major diffraction peak are 

labeled. The diffractograms for the 1:2.5 and 2.5:1 compositions are not presented due to lack of variation 

between conditions. The observed X-ray diffractogram is characteristic of Mn2O3. 

Individual powder samples reflecting the weight ratios of polymer and acetate resulting 

from each of the electrospinning solutions were produced and analyzed. Powders with 1:1 weight 

ratios of PVP and Mn(ac)2 represented the 8 % / 8 % and 20 % / 20 % electrospinning solutions, 

while 1:2.5 PVP: Mn(ac)2 (or vice versa) weight ratios represented 8 % / 20 % solutions. For all 

weight ratios, all XRD peaks were indexed to Mn2O3. Lack of variation between conditions 

indicates that the relative amounts of PVP and Mn(ac)2 in the fibers do not affect the oxidation 

state of manganese in the final structure; and therefore, variations in the areal capacitance of the 

web electrodes are likely not due to chemical differences. 

Cyclic voltammetry was used to measure the areal capacitance of the freestanding Mn2O3 

web electrodes. Voltammograms were collected for each fabrication condition at scan rates 

between 25 and 200 mV/s (Figure 11). 
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Figure 11: A typical cyclic voltammogram under the examined conditions. Scan displayed is of electrode 

prepared from 8 % PVP/ 8 % Mn(ac)2, deposited for 30 min and calcined for 120 min. The inclined shape 

and lack of redox peaks are typical for all samples. 

The web electrodes exhibit electrochemical traces about an inclined axis. The incline of 

the voltammograms results from the conductive behavior of the aluminum foil charge-collecting 

substrate: aqueous electrolyte wets the electrodes and substrate thoroughly, so direct contact 

between the electrolyte and charge collector results in the addition of a conductive I-V curve to 

the capacitive component of measured current. Relatively low mass loading onto the substrates 

decreases the scale of the capacitive voltammogram and gives the current collector a significant 

impact on the shape of the scan, which is characteristic of resistive capacitors. No redox peaks 

are evident in the forward or reverse scans, and voltammetric curves broadened with increasing 

scan rate.  

Areal capacitance of the electrospun web electrodes was calculated according to the 

equation  

𝐶𝑎 =
∫(𝑖𝑣)𝑑𝑣

𝜇𝐴∆𝑉
 (1) 
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Where Ca is areal capacitance (F/cm2); i and v are current (A) and voltage (V), respectively, as 

recorded by the potentiostat; µ is the scan rate (V/s); A is the exposed area (cm2) of the electrode, 

defined by the electrode holder; and ΔV is the voltage window (V) of the scan. Tabulation of the 

calculated areal capacitance for each sample at all scan rates is presented in Appendix A. 

Design Expert 12 was used to fit a statistical model to the data and determine the 

significance and relative impact of PVP and Mn(ac)2 concentrations, deposition time, and 

calcination time on areal capacitance. To visually demonstrate the effect of each parameter on 

capacitance, data sets were collapsed to the parameter of interest by taking the average of all 

measurements encompassing the data point (e.g., for the effect of calcination time, the data point 

for each scan rate in the 120 min data set represents the average of all standards calcined for 120 

min; standards 1-8). The midpoint conditions were not tested in combination with the high and 

low limits from the DOE, so the results for those three standards could not be treated with the 

same methodology and are therefore not included in the graphical representation. However, the 

statistical models indicate that curvature is not significant within the range studied, so their 

exclusion does not affect the trends described by the model. 

3.1.1. Solution Composition 

Fibers were electrospun directly onto aluminum foil charge-collecting substrates from 

four solution compositions of 8 % / 8 %, 8 % / 20 %, 20 % / 8 %, and 20 % / 20 % PVP/ Mn(ac)2 

for 10 and 30 min. As-spun fibers morphologies were examined prior to calcination (Figure 12). 
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Figure 12: Scanning electron micrographs of as-electrospun PVP/ Mn(ac)2 composite fibers deposited for 30 

min from solution composed of (A) 8 % PVP / 8 % Mn(ac)2, 69 nm average diameter; (B) 20 % PVP / 8 % 

Mn(ac)2, 340 nm average diameter; (C) 8 % PVP / 20 % Mn(ac)2, 162 nm average diameter; and (D) 20 % 

PVP / 20 % Mn(ac)2, 154 nm average diameter. All scale bars are 10 µm. As-spun fiber morphologies were 

not affected by deposition time, so the 10 min condition is not presented.  

All electrospinning conditions result in discrete fibers, without evidence of 

electrospraying or excessive fiber melting upon or after deposition. Fibers prepared from 8 % 

PVP / 8 % Mn(ac)2 exhibit beading, which is not observed with other solution compositions. 

While the 8 % / 8 % fibers have a smaller average diameter than those from other solution 

compositions, a significant difference in fiber diameter was not observed between fibers 

prepared with 8% PVP / 20 % Mn(ac)2 and 20 % PVP / 20 % Mn(ac)2, suggesting that the 

concentration of oxide precursor in the fibers has a strong effect on the electrospinning process. 
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With a 20 % PVP / 8 % Mn(ac)2 electrospinning solution, the resultant fibers have diameters 

approximately twice that of those prepared from the other solutions. Solution conductivity is 

primarily related to Mn(ac)2 content, so increasing concentration of the precursor elevates the 

conductivity of the electrospinning solution. With 20 % PVP, the solution is highly viscous, and 

with low Mn(ac)2concentration, the applied electric field has a weaker stretching effect on the 

fibers, resulting in higher average diameter.  

Each solution from the experimental design was electrospun for both 10 and 30 min 

deposition times, and samples from each of those conditions were calcined for 120 and 240 min 

prior to testing. Of the parameters examined, electrospinning solution composition had the 

largest visible effect on final electrode morphologies (Figure 13).  

 

Figure 13: Scanning electron micrographs of samples prepared with (A) 8 % PVP / 8 % Mn(ac)2; (B) 20 % 

PVP / 8 % Mn(ac)2; (C) 8 % PVP  / 20 % Mn(ac)2; and (D) 20 % PVP/ 20 % Mn(ac)2, deposited for 30 min 
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and calcined for 240 min. All scale bars are 10 µm. Trends exhibited by solution composition modification 

were consistent for the 10 min deposition and 120 min calcination conditions and are therefore not shown. 

Polymer concentration in the electrospinning solution had the most consistent and visible 

effect on fiber morphology, with low-PVP solutions exhibiting a nanowrinkle morphology and 

high-PVP solutions maintaining a fused-fiber structure. The nanowrinkle structures observed in 

8 % PVP fibers likely result from the small initial fiber diameter previously discussed. Previous 

work has shown that during heating, Mn(ac)2 is converted to Mn2O3 before PVP removal,119 so 

the oxide structure is already formed upon polymer burnout. Small-diameter electrospun fibers 

from the 8 % PVP solution contain relatively smaller amounts of Mn(ac)2, inhibiting stable oxide 

network formation as the polymer softens, melts, and eventually burns off. The mechanical 

weakness of the fine oxide network formed causes the fibers to collapse and melt together into a 

film-like structure with fibrous wrinkles at the surface. Conversely, the thicker fibers deposited 

from 20 % PVP solutions form more mechanically-stable oxide networks that are capable of 

supporting themselves once the polymer structures are removed. 

The concentration of Mn(ac)2 in the electrospinning solution did not have a visible effect 

on the nanowrinkle structures but affected the porosity of the fiber-based structures (Figure 14). 
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Figure 14: Detail of electrodes (A) prepared with 20% PVP and 20 % Mn(ac)2, showing the slight porosity 

evident in nearly all the examined conditions; (B) prepared with 20 % PVP and 8 % Mn(ac)2, with high 

porosity unique to the fibrous structures fabricated from low-Mn(ac)2 electrospinning solutions. Scale bars 

are 2 µm. 

All samples exhibited some porosity, but the number of large pores was greatly increased 

for fiber-based structures prepared with 8 % Mn(ac)2. High porosity results from greater 

dispersion of Mn(ac)2 within the electrospun composite fibers. With high Mn(ac)2 concentration, 

the oxide particles that form during the initial stages of calcination are in sufficiently close 

proximity that densification at higher temperatures nearly eliminates major porosity in the 

structure. However, with low Mn(ac)2 concentration, oxide-rich regions in the fibers are initially 

spaced distantly enough that densification cannot effectively eliminate pores over the same 
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heating duration. While low Mn(ac)2 content results in higher porosity, accompanied by higher 

specific surface area, the total mass of oxide deposited is lower, so improvements in capacitance 

from the higher specific surface area will be mitigated by a decrease in active mass. 

Increasing PVP concentration in the electrospinning solution slightly increases areal 

capacitance (Figure 15). Areal capacitance is calculated from nominal electrode area, as defined 

by electrode diameter. 

 

Figure 15: Graphical representation of the effect of PVP concentration on areal capacitance of electrospun 

Mn2O3 electrodes across multiple scan rates. Each data point is the average of eight conditions, with three 

measurements for each standard. 

A slight increase in areal capacitance is evident with increased PVP concentration in the 

electrospinning solution. Polymer concentration controls the morphology of calcined structures, 

with fibers resulting from a high polymer concentration and nanowrinkles from low 

concentration. The relatively greater specific surface area of fiber-based morphologies, compared 

to nanowrinkle structures, increases storage capacity directly due to a greater number of storage 

sites available. However, the nanowrinkle morphologies still have rough surfaces with high 
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surface areas, so the capacitance increase is minor compared to the magnitude of measured 

capacitance.  

Increasing concentration of Mn(ac)2 in the electrospinning solution decreases areal 

capacitance of the web electrodes, as shown in Figure 16.  

 

Figure 16: Graphical representation of the effect of Mn(ac)2 concentration on areal capacitance of 

electrospun Mn2O3 electrodes across multiple scan rates. Each data point is the average of eight conditions, 

with three measurements for each standard. 

With increased acetate content in the electrospinning solution, a relatively large decrease 

in areal capacitance is observed. Despite the reduced active mass in electrodes prepared from 

solutions with low Mn(ac)2 concentration, the high porosity observed in the structures has a 

greater effect on available surface area than total oxide mass. The lower porosity and specific 

surface area resulting from increased precursor concentration causes decreased overall 

performance due to fewer active sites for electrolyte interaction. At all scan rates, Mn(ac)2 

concentration has a significant effect on performance, with an average 30 % and maximum 76 % 

capacitance increase between the high and low Mn(ac)2 concentration. The difference in 

performance across all scan speeds suggests that the pores in the fabricated electrodes are highly 
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accessible to electrolyte ions and greatly increase accessible surface area, regardless of whether 

the calcined structures retain their discrete fiber morphologies. For structures fabricated with 8 % 

PVP, the electrodes lose their freestanding morphology and become film-based rather than fiber-

based. The film-based structures do not exhibit the high porosities observed with 20 % PVP 

electrodes, but the improved performance remains. With low Mn(ac)2 concentration, a thinner 

oxide layer results due to the smaller mass of precursor deposited over the same area. The 

thinner layer results in higher capacitance than the thicker oxide from 20 % Mn(ac)2 due to 

increased out-of-plane structure conductivity from shortened charge transfer pathways. By 

decreasing the distance that electrons must travel to reach the electrode surface, the number of 

scattering events is decreased and the high resistivity of Mn2O3 is combated. By causing greater 

porosity in the structures, performance of electrospun electrodes can be increased by using low 

precursor concentration in the electrospinning solution. 

3.1.2. Electrospinning Deposition Time 

Deposition time does not have a visible effect on the morphologies of the calcined 

electrodes. However, increasing deposition time improves electrochemical performance, as the 

amount of oxide present for energy storage increases with longer deposition times (Figure 17).  
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Figure 17: Graphical representation of the effect of electrospinning deposition time on areal capacitance of 

electrospun Mn2O3 electrodes across multiple scan rates. Each data point is the average of eight conditions, 

with three measurements for each standard. 

At slow scan rates, a longer deposition time significantly increases capacitance, but the 

effect fades with increasing scan rate. With a greater active mass, especially for fibrous 

structures, more sites are available for energy storage. Although the total mass of Mn2O3 

deposited is approximately three times greater in samples deposited for 30 min than those 

deposited for only 10 min, the observed increase in capacitance is only 34 % at 25 mV/s and 

decreases at faster scan rates. With longer deposition times, fiber intermelting and loss of 

discrete fiber structure prevents the theoretical threefold increase in available surface area that 

could be expected with a threefold increase in fiber mass.  Fiber layers beneath the surface of the 

electrode may not be as easily accessible, so the increase in mass would not correlate directly to 

increased surface area. Additionally, increasing the thickness of the electrode negatively affects 

electronic conductivity through the structure, so the oxide layers furthest from the charge 

collector cannot store charge as effectively as those closest to the substrate. As a result, areal 

capacitance does not increase proportionally to increasing active mass via longer deposition 
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time. However, increased deposition times do improve performance by increasing the active 

mass of the electrodes. 

3.1.3. Calcination Time 

Calcination time has only a small effect on the visible external structure of calcined fiber 

mats. For the 20 % PVP / 20 % Mn(ac)2 electrospinning solution, fiber definition within the 

structure decreases slightly with increasing calcination times (Figure 18), but the trend is not 

visible in the 20 % PVP / 8 % Mn(ac)2 condition, which also exhibits a fused-fiber structure.  

 

Figure 18: Morphologies of samples prepared with 20 % PVP / 20 % Mn(ac)2 electrospinning solutions, 

deposited for 10 min and calcined for (A) 120 min, and (B) 240 min. Samples electrospun from the same 
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solution composition and deposited for 30 min display morphologies nearly identical to that observed in (B) 

and are therefore not presented. Scale bars are 10 µm. 

Somewhat less distinct fiber definition is evident in samples that were calcined for 

240 min than those treated for shorter time periods. During calcination, the fiber structures 

always exhibit some degree of intermelting, resulting from sintering at the fiber junctions and 

subsequent self-diffusion of the oxide toward the lowest surface energy structure of a smooth 

surface. With increased calcination time, more diffusion and bulk structure densification causes 

further intermelting and loss of discrete fiber structures. With the 8 % Mn(ac)2 electrospinning 

solution, the trend is not observable as the initial fiber structure is already less defined than that 

exhibited with the 20 % Mn(ac)2 solution. Loss of definition may in fact be present but is too 

subtle to detect by visual inspection.  

Lengthening calcination duration also elevates areal capacitance of the electrospun web 

electrodes (Figure 19).  

 

Figure 19: Graphical representation of the effect of fiber calcination time on areal capacitance of electrospun 

Mn2O3 electrodes across multiple scan rates. Each data point is the average of eight conditions, with three 

measurements for each standard. 
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At all scan rates, area capacitance is significantly increased by lengthened calcination 

times. With extended time at high temperature, densification of the ceramic structures may 

proceed more completely, and interior porosity is minimized. The densified ceramic webs 

provide more direct conductive pathways than structures with significant interior porosity acting 

as insulating regions. Shorter charge transfer pathways allow for more effective electronic 

conduction between the charge collector and electrolyte/electrode heterojunction at the surface of 

the oxide webs. Without the ability to effectively charge the oxide surfaces, the electrodes cannot 

attract and repel electrolyte ions, so optimized electrical conductivity through the structure is 

essential to electrochemical performance. In addition to decreasing interior porosity, longer 

calcination times encourage grain growth in the ceramic, thereby increasing conductivity in the 

structures via reduction in grain boundary scattering.120,121 At 25 mV/s, calcination time has the 

strongest effect on capacitance of the parameters tested, with an average 62 % and maximum 

140 % capacitance increase observed between the 120 min and 240 min conditions. At faster 

scan rates, the effects of deposition time and calcination duration have similar magnitudes, which 

are stronger than the effect of PVP concentration but weaker than the effect of Mn(ac)2 

concentration. 

Because increasing calcination time from 120 to 240 min improved performance, the 

effects of calcination time past 240 min was also investigated (Figure 20). 
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Figure 20: Effect of calcination time on areal capacitance of electrospun freestanding Mn2O3 electrodes 

fabricated from 20 % PVP/ 8 % Mn(ac)2 solutions. Areal capacitances were measured from cyclic 

voltammograms collected at 10 mV/s; error bars indicate 95 % confidence intervals. 

Past 240 minutes, increasing calcination time does not have a statistically significant 

effect on electrode performance, with the average capacitances for all conditions clustered 

around 1.5 – 2.5 mF/cm2 nominal electrode area at 10 mV/s and no visible trends relating the 

calcination time and specific capacitances. The lack of trends in specific capacitance for 

calcination times longer than 240 minutes was observed at all scan rates from 10 to 200 mV/s.  

Increasing calcination time from 120 to 240 min had a visible effect on fiber porosity 

(Figure 21), but past 240 min there were no visible changes in fiber structure. 
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Figure 21: TEM micrographs of electrospun fibers calcined at 600 °C for (a) 120 min and (b) 240 min. 

Calcination times longer than 240 min did not present visible distinction from (b). 

Between 120 and 240 min, the interior porosity of the fibers (visible in Figure 21 as light 

regions) decreased significantly. The fibers calcined for 120 min (Figure 21a) have a nearly 

hollow structure, indicated by dark exterior walls and a lighter fiber interior. After 240 min 

(Figure 21b), the fibers no longer exhibit shade differentiation between the walls and interior, 

and instead show a consistent mottled appearance through the thickness, which indicates uniform 

porosity throughout the fiber. While decreasing porosity, as observed between 120 and 240 min 

calcination, has a negative effect on surface area, the decrease in surface area is countered by 

improved matrix conductivity, as the more continuous fiber structure in Figure 21b presents 

shorter charge transfer pathways for charging and discharging. Calcination times between 240 

and 720 min exhibited similar structures to the 240-min calcination, which is consistent with the 

electrochemical results showing no significant difference in energy storage performance past 240 

min calcination times. 

3.1.4. Multivariable Interactions 

Two-factor interactions were also considered based on their statistical significance as 

determined by the Design Expert model. Interactions between electrospinning duration and other 
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parameters were found to be significant in that short deposition times depress the effects of the 

other variables examined. For the samples prepared with 10 min electrospinning stages, little to 

no difference was observed in capacitance resulting from changes to calcination time or Mn(ac)2 

concentration.  

For short electrospinning times, a thin fiber mat is deposited, with a shorter distance for 

charge transfer to occur between the charge collector and top surface of the electrode. Because 

the charge transfer pathways are inherently shorter for the thin fiber mats, the effects of 

calcination time on structure conductivity become less significant and more difficult to detect. 

Similarly, the smaller mass of oxide in electrodes produced with short electrospinning times 

leads to a less noticeable increase in measurable surface area with high-porosity electrodes 

produced from 8 % Mn(ac)2. Because the surface area increase from the porous structure is 

necessarily proportionate to the initial mass of fibers deposited, a larger improvement in 

capacitance is observed from a larger starting mass of fibers. Longer deposition times result in a 

greater mass of fibers and therefore more detectable changes relating to the other experimental 

variables. 

Additionally, the interaction between deposition time and Mn(ac)2 concentration in the 

electrospinning solution suggests that the major limiting factor in performance increase of the 

high-porosity structures fabricated from 8 % Mn(ac)2 solutions is primarily limited conductivity 

through the structure, rather than poor accessibility of the electrode surfaces with increasing 

thickness. If fiber layers were inaccessible to the electrolyte due to increased electrode thickness 

from longer deposition time, the effect of Mn(ac)2 concentration on areal capacitance would 

become less significant with longer deposition, as the proportionate surface area increase from 

high porosity would only be observable for the small fraction of active material on the top layers 
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of the electrodes. Because the opposite is observed (Mn(ac)2 concentration has a larger effect 

with longer deposition), it is inferred that the thicker electrodes from long electrospinning stages 

retain excellent electrotype permeability but possess poor electrical conductivities. 

3.1.5. Comparison to Planar Structures 

Comparison to planar Mn2O3 electrodes was performed in order to confirm that 

electrospun structures have higher capacitances than planar structures that have otherwise been 

treated identically. Electrospun structures were determined to exhibit universally higher areal 

capacitance compared to spin cast films prepared from the same solutions due to the increased 

surface area and decreased dead volume of the freestanding fiber structures. While the maximum 

performance of 560 µF/cm2 was observed with an 8 % Mn(ac)2 / 20 % PVP solution, the film 

electrode fabricated from the same solution had an average areal capacitance of only 49 µF/cm2. 

The film electrode made from 8 % Mn(ac)2 / 8 % PVP fared only slightly better, with a 

capacitance of 82 µF/cm2, as compared to 389 µF/cm2 for its analogous web electrode. The 

improved performance of the low-PVP film is due to more uniform film quality during spin 

casting and calcination, owing to the relatively lower viscosity of the solution allowing for a 

more uniform dispersion on the substrate. Although the effects of solution composition are not 

consistent with those observed in the electrospun structures, when method of deposition is the 

only variable changed, electrospinning results in a remarkable capacitance increase over spin-

cast films.  

Average areal capacitance values for the nineteen standards tested range from 55 to 560 

µF/cm2, which is several orders of magnitude lower than literature values reported for Mn2O3 

thin film and nanofiber-based electrodes.122,123 The performance is attributed to relatively poor 
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charge transfer through the charge collecting substrate to the electrode surfaces, as well as low 

active mass. Mass loading in the freestanding electrodes is much lower than that observed with 

traditionally-processed nanofiber and nanoparticle-based electrodes, leading to decreased 

capacitance from fewer active sites. Thin film electrodes have low active mass but superior 

electrical properties; as increasing active mass via deposition time was not observed to have a 

strong effect on areal capacitance, improving electrical properties of the electrospun web 

electrodes may provide a more effective route to optimization.  

Maximum performance of the web electrodes fabricated within the scope of the study on 

fabrication parameters was from 20 % PVP/ 8 % Mn(ac)2, 30 min deposition, and 240 min 

calcination (standard 14). The average capacitance for the set of conditions measured 560 

µF/cm2
 at 25 mV/s, which was 44 % greater than the next-highest value of 389 µF/cm2, 

documented for 8 % PVP / 8 % Mn(ac)2, 30 min deposition, and 240 min calcination (standard 

13). The conditions used to produce the highest-performing electrodes are consistent with the 

statistical evidence that polymer concentration has the weakest effect on performance, as all 

resulting morphologies demonstrated high surface roughness, while calcination time has the 

strongest effect. Because electronic properties are one of the most significant limiting effects for 

manganese oxide electrodes, the improved crystalline and physical structure resulting from 

longer calcination translates to significantly better performance. Therefore, to produce high-

performance electrospun electrodes, fabrication parameters should include low oxide precursor 

concentrations, high polymer concentrations, long electrospinning times, and calcination times of 

at least 4 h. Further testing is necessary to determine the optimal calcination time, past which 

detrimental effects from surface area loss via smoothing and intermelting negate the positive 

electronic effects. 
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3.2. Calcination Environment 

3.2.1. Environment Pressure 

By manipulating the pressure under which the ceramic structures are fabricated, the 

oxygen partial pressure and therefore oxidation state of the metals within the ceramics can be 

altered. Examination of fibers produced in air under different calcination pressures by XRD 

reveals a shift in composition from Mn2O3 to Mn3O4 with decreasing pressure (Figure 22).  

 

Figure 22: XRD diffractogram for MnOx prepared under different calcination pressures for 4 h calcination 

times, showing the effect of calcination pressure on composition. 

At 0.81 atm, the fibers exist as single-phase Mn2O3, while the 0.12 atm condition results 

in nearly-pure Mn3O4 with 3.5 % Mn2O3 remaining. Fibers calcined at an intermediate pressure, 

0.26 atm, consisted of 70 % Mn2O3 and 30 % Mn3O4 and display the major diffraction peaks of 

both phases. Because the changes in reaction kinetics at different atmospheric pressures were 

uncertain, multiple calcination times between 0.5 and 4 h were tested to ensure that the effects of 
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varied atmospheric pressure were thoroughly observed. Calculated fiber compositions did not 

change between the 0.5 h and 4 h calcination times, but crystallite sizes as calculated by the 

Williamson-Hall method increased from approximately 80 Ǻ to 280 Ǻ, respectively.  

Examination of fiber morphology at different calcination times and pressures reveals 

trends towards decreasing surface area with increased time and pressure. For all pressure 

conditions, surface roughness at the nanoscale decreases with longer times at temperature 

(Figure 23).  

 

Figure 23: Surface detail of electrospun MnOx fibers calcined at 0.12 atm for (left) 0.5 h, (center) 2 h, and 

(right) 4 h, showing decrease in surface roughness after 0.5 h. 

The oxide structure forms prior to polymer burnout, with densification necessarily 

occurring primarily after the polymer has been removed. While the oxide structure is limited 

during formation by existing locations of acetate molecules within the electrospun fibers, 

extended time at high temperature provides thermal energy for mass transport, driving the 

structures toward the lowest interfacial energy configuration of a smooth surface. The greatest 

difference in qualitatively observed surface roughness occurs between 0.5 h and 2 h, with only a 

minor decrease in roughness between 2 h and 4 h. High surface roughness observed at the 

shortest calcination time will result in increased electrochemical capacitance owing to the greater 

accessible surface area per volume of active material. 
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While pressure during thermal treatment does not have a significant effect on nanoscale 

surface features or roughness, micro-scale and cross-sectional morphology of the calcined fibers 

changes dramatically between the 0.81-atm and 0.26-atm conditions, where it remains consistent 

for the 0.12-atm condition (Figure 24).  

 

Figure 24: Electrospun MnOx fibers calcined for 0.5 h at (left) 0.81 atm and (right) 0.12 atm. Calcination at 

atmospheric pressure results in a smooth fiber and round cross-section, while sub-atmospheric pressures 

result in wrinkled fiber surfaces and flattened cross-sections. 

Calcination at sub-atmospheric pressures results in a “collapsed” cross-section, as the 

reduced pressure in the calcination chamber causes faster evaporation of residual solvent and 

allows a skin to form on the outer sheath of the fibers. Further oxidation completely removes the 

carrier polymer, significantly decreasing the overall volume and drawing the partially solidified 

layer inwards. The ribbed morphologies of the fibers prepared at low pressures have major 

lateral dimensions slightly greater than the diameters of fibers prepared at atmospheric pressure 

(322 nm as compared to 296 nm) as the result of the flattened at fiber junctions, where the fibers 

are fixed into place prior to collapsing. Samples were imaged on a flat plane, so average fiber 

diameter increases slightly for the irregular cross-sectional morphologies. The collapsed fibers 

display greater surface-area-to-volume ratio, as a circular cross-section represents the lowest 
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geometrically-possible surface area for a fiber. Alongside changes in cross-sectional 

morphology, modifications to calcination pressure result in shifting oxidation state within the 

MnOx ceramic fiber. At 0.81 atm calcination pressures, XRD shows only the presence of Mn2O3. 

With decreasing oxygen partial pressure during ceramic processing, Mn2+ in the acetate 

precursor is barred from complete conversion to the higher oxidation state Mn3+, and fiber 

composition shifts to include Mn3O4, which has a higher conductivity and lower capacitance than 

Mn2O3.
124 

CV profiles for all tested calcination conditions were collected from composite electrodes 

at different scan rates and used to compare the relative performances of MnOx composite 

electrodes with defined areas of 0.420 cm2. CVs collected for 0.5 h calcination conditions did not 

exhibit defined redox peaks at any pressure. For samples calcined for 2 h and 4 h at 0.81 atm, 

slight oxidation peaks were evident around 1 V, with poorly resolved reduction peaks appearing  

at slow scan rates (25 and 50 mV·s-1) around 0.76 V. Fibers prepared at 0.12 atm displayed redox 

peaks at slightly higher voltages, around 1.1 V and 0.8 V. Fibers calcined at 0.26 atm (Figure 25) 

displayed behavior like those prepared at 0.81 atm, consistent with their high Mn2O3 content as 

determined by XRD.  
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Figure 25: Cyclic voltammograms of fibers calcined for 0.5 h (left) and 4 h (right) at 0.26 atm, showing typical 

shape profiles observed. Electrode potential is vs Ag/AgCl. 

Minor redox peaks are present in the around 1 V during charging of the 4 h samples, 

which were not observable over the limited voltage range tested in previous sections. The 

appearance of redox peaks at longer treatment times may be attributed to a more highly-ordered 

crystalline structure from the longer annealing time, facilitating charge transfer within the 

structure.125 Average specific capacitance for each sample (Cs, F/g) was calculated from 100 

mV·s-1 CV scans according to  

𝐶𝑠 =
∫(𝑖𝑣)𝑑𝑣

𝜇𝑚∆𝑉
 (2) 

where i and v are current (A) and voltage (V), respectively, as recorded during the test, µ is the 

scan rate (V·s-1), m is the mass (g) of MnOx in the electrode, and ΔV is the voltage window (V) 

during the scan. Because of the asymmetrical shapes of the voltammograms, the integral was 

taken over both the forward and reverse scans (Figure 26).126  
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Figure 26: Specific capacitance values of composite MnOx electrodes prepared under varying conditions. 

Capacitance decreases with increasing calcination time and shows increased performance at a moderate 

calcination pressure. 

At all pressures, the highest specific capacitance occurred at the 0.5 h calcination 

condition, presumably due to the increased surface area as observed with SEM. Although the 

most significant smoothing was observed between 0.5 h and 2 h, the 2 h electrodes exhibited 

only slightly decreased performance as compared to the 0.5 h electrodes. Because the fiber 

structures were tested as composite electrodes, any conductivity improvements resulting from 

longer calcination time were rendered negligible by the high-conductivity matrix of the 

electrode. The surface smoothing and corresponding decrease in surface area therefore became 

more significant, resulting in a calcination time / capacitance trend opposite that observed in 

Section 3.1.3. The highest specific capacitance for each calcination time was observed for the 

mixed-phase oxides produced at 0.26 atm, an effect that has been previously observed for mixed-
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phase MnOx.
127 While Mn3O4 has a higher conductivity and Mn2O3 exhibits greater specific 

capacitance, the presence of both in a single structure results in a lowered charge transfer 

resistance and balances the properties of the two to result in a material that has superior 

electrochemical performance than either of the individuals. The specific capacitance of the fibers 

composed primarily of Mn2O3 (0.81 atm) and Mn3O4 (0.12 atm) is not wholly consistent with the 

expected relatively higher capacitance of Mn2O3, and in fact the primarily Mn2O3 electrode 

prepared at 4 h calcination time exhibits a lower specific capacitance than the primarily Mn3O4 

electrode calcined for the same length of time. The lack of strong trends in the highest and 

lowest-pressure calcination conditions may be due to the changes in gross fiber morphology 

previously discussed. At sub-atmospheric calcination pressures, an increase in specific surface 

area from fiber collapse was observed; as the effect may not be controlled discretely from fiber 

composition, the relative effects of material and fiber cross-sectional morphology can not be 

simply separated.  

 The highest observed specific capacitance of 5.68 F·g-1 is low compared to literature 

values for manganese oxides.124 The thickness of the composite layer on the Ni mesh substrates 

was necessarily much greater than the actual depth of interaction volume between the electrode 

and electrolyte; however, the total mass of MnOx in the exposed area of the electrode was used 

for calculation. The overestimation of mass was used for more accurate comparison among the 

tested conditions but does not allow for representative comparison to literature values. 

Additionally, pinholes in the prepared composite electrodes allowed for short-circuit 

conductivity pathways and decreased the measured capacitive values. Although the electrospun 

fibers exhibit relatively low performance, atmospheric pressure testing should be conducted on 
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freestanding web structures to determine whether the mixed-phase oxide continues to elevate 

performance.  

3.2.2. Environment Composition 

Manipulation of the oxygen partial pressure during calcination was used to increase the 

oxidation state of the manganese oxide electrodes. Where calcination at low pressure provided a 

low pO2 to decrease oxidation state in the ceramic, calcination under flowing O2 gas provided a 

constant high pO2 to the system and resulted in formation of Mn4+, or MnO2 (Figure 27). 

 

Figure 27: Phase stability diagram for Mn-C-O at 450 °C. Diagram produced with StabCal thermodynamic 

equilibrium software. 

 According to phase stability diagrams for the Mn-C-O system, MnO2 is the 

thermodynamically stable phase at 450 °C when the oxygen partial pressure is 1, which is 

attained by calcining the electrodes under pure flowing oxygen. However, the electrodes must be 

heated to over 500 °C to remove all the carrier polymer from the system, so Mn2O3 is formed 
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initially and then converted to MnO2 by a longer calcination at 450 °C. As temperature is 

decreased for the system, MnO2 becomes stable at lower oxygen partial pressures and becomes a 

more dominant system component compared to Mn2O3, but the conversion reaction kinetics are 

slowed. 

First, the electrospun fibers were calcined under flowing O2 for 30 min at 600 °C prior to 

a 5 h calcination at 450 °C. The resulting morphology was examined to determine whether the 

environment composition affected physical structure (Figure 28). 

 

Figure 28: SEM showing electrospun fibers calcined in pure oxygen for 30 min at 600 °C and then 5 h at 

450 °C. Fibers exhibit smooth morphologies and minimal porosity. 

The fibers had mostly smooth morphologies, with some porosity visible in the smallest 

fibers. Although low-diameter fibers had the roughened, porous and segmented morphologies 

anticipated for oxide fibers, the smooth morphology observed in the larger fibers is characteristic 

of polymer fibers and suggests that 30 min at 600 °C was not sufficient to fully remove the 

polymer. Additionally, XRD on the powder-processed materials treated under the same 

conditions showed only Mn2O3, so the 5 h low-temperature treatment was not sufficient to 
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convert a detectable amount of the Mn2O3 produced during the polymer removal step to MnO2. 

To solve the issues, time was increased for both the initial polymer removal step and the second, 

lower temperature phase conversion step. A calcination program with 2 h at 600 °C and then 8 h 

at 450 °C was tested for its effect on morphology (Figure 29) and composition (Figure 31). 

 

Figure 29: SEMs showing manganese oxide electrodes after an 8 h calcination in O2 at 450 °C. (a) Semi-

melted fibers observed throughout fiber mat. (b) Fully melted film-like morphology observed at center of 

fiber mat. Similar morphologies were observed for fiber mats calcined with the same heating program in air. 

After 2 h, the fibers exhibited morphological features characteristic of oxide fibers such 

as roughening, fractures, and porosity, indicating that the 2 h calcination at 600 °C is sufficient to 

remove the polymer from the fiber structures. However, the 8 h calcination at 450 °C caused the 

fibers to melt and lose their fibrous structure either partially or completely. Towards the centers 

of the fiber mats, where fiber density is greatest, complete intermelting occurred, with a filmlike 

morphology observed. Further towards the edges of the electrospun fiber mats, some fibrous 

structure was maintained, but a large amount of fiber intermelting resulted in an electrode 

structure that was primarily film-like (Figure 30). 
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Figure 30: SEM showing oblique view of mixed fiber-film morphology observed after long calcination in 

oxygen. 

The melted fibers are overlaid onto a melted film of manganese oxide and do not form 

any sort of continuous or freestanding structure; thus, the surface is anticipated to have the 

energy storage qualities of a roughened film rather than the ultrahigh surface area and 

permeability of a fiber web. The long calcination step is therefore undesirable from a structure 

standpoint. However, the longer time at low temperature allows enough time for some 

conversion to MnO2. The oxide phase was confirmed with XRD performed on powder-processed 

oxide formed by calcining well-mixed PVP and Mn(ac)2·4H2O in the proportions used for 

electrospinning (Figure 31). 
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Figure 31: X-ray diffractograms of active material calcined in air and in a pure O2 environment showing 

additional MnO2 peaks (red circles). 

While the diffractograms are highly similar, the powder treated in a high-oxygen 

environment has additional peaks between 40 – 45 ° and 60 – 75 ° which are indexed to MnO2. 

Quantitative analysis indicated approximately 5 % MnO2 with balance Mn2O3, but the fiber mats 

likely contain a higher proportion of MnO2 due to the smaller particle size allowing for a greater 

oxidation depth. Approximately 80 % of the existing MnO2 in the structure is manganite, 

MnOOH, with the remainder of the MnO2 existing as β-MnO2, the lowest-performing MnO2 

structure.128 Manganite and β-MnO2 have identical structures, with the exception of the H in the 

manganite,129 and because the electrodes are used in an aqueous environment where the 

hydrogen bonds present during dry testing will be overcome, the two structures are assumed to 

have essentially similar capacitances. In order to produce a higher-performance phase of MnO2 

such as α- or δ-MnO2, which have lattice configurations better able to accommodate ion 

intercalation for faradaic energy storage, more intensive processing than simple thermal 

treatment in an oxidizing environment may be necessary. 
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Because initial oxidation above 500 °C is necessary to remove the polymer from the 

structures, initial formation of Mn2O3 is unavoidable, but a longer subsequent calcination at 

450 °C oxidizes the structure surfaces to MnO2. Because both Mn2O3 and MnO2 are 

semiconductors with similar low electrical conductivities, it was anticipated that the surface 

oxidation of fibers would result in improved energy storage owing to the superior 

pseudocapacitive properties of MnO2, without a significant effect on the overall electrode 

resistance. However, electrochemical characterization showed that areal capacitance of the 

electrospun fiber electrodes was not affected by the oxygen treatment (Figure 32).  

 

Figure 32: Areal capacitance of electrospun electrodes calcined in air and oxygen for 8 h at 450 °C, as 

calculated from cyclic voltammograms. Error bars show 95 % confidence intervals. 

Although the oxygen-calcined fiber mats have very slightly higher capacitance at the 

lowest scan rate of 10 mV/s, the difference is not statistically significant as the average values 

for each data set are within the confidence intervals of the others. The air-calcined fiber mats 

have slightly higher capacitances at all other scan rates (including 100 and 200 mV/s, which are 

not displayed) but the differences between the conditions are similarly insignificant. At scan 
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rates of 25 mV/s and above, the standard deviations and resulting confidence intervals are so 

small as to not be visible past the markers in Figure 32, which indicates strongly that there is no 

difference in the performance of electrodes with surface oxidation to MnO2. 

Even with conversion to β-MnO2 instead of a higher-performance phase, a difference in 

performance between Mn2O3 and MnO2 electrodes should be evident. The nearly identical 

performances of the two conditions indicate that the bulk matrix properties, rather than the 

surfaces, act as the primary limiting factors controlling electrode energy storage performance. 

Controlled calcination in oxidizing environments to convert the fiber surfaces to higher-

performing phases is unlikely to improve performance of the web electrodes, even with 

improvements to the procedure. 

3.3. Post-Processing of Electrospun Electrodes 

After electrospinning but prior to calcination, post-processing steps were implemented to 

improve fiber interconnectivity and adhesion. The goal of post-processing is to improve 

interfiber bonding to minimize sloughing during calcination and improve the electrical 

conductivity of the structures. Fiber mats were examined with scanning electron microscopy for 

the effects of hot pressing and vapor melting on as-spun post-calcination morphologies. All fiber 

mats were electrospun under identical conditions and exhibited smooth and uniform as-spun 

fiber morphologies with an average diameter of 264 nm (Figure 33). Electrospun fibers were 

subjected to vapor melting, hot pressing, or both, and the effect on as-spun morphology was 

examined. 
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Figure 33: SEMs of electrospun PVP/ Mn(ac)2 fibers. Scale bars 10 µm. (A) as-spun, without further 

processing. (B) After hot-pressing treatment, showing fiber melting at junctions. (C) After vapor melting, 

with similar fiber melting. (D) After vapor melting and hot pressing, showing more complete melting of lower 

fiber layers from two melting steps.  

Both stabilizing treatments caused a small degree of fiber melting at junctions without 

gross changes to fiber morphology; however, hot pressing caused delamination of fiber layers 

within the mats, leaving a reduced fiber mat thickness and fiber density. Fiber mats were then 

calcined at 600 °C for 120 min to remove the carrier polymer and convert the precursor, Mn(ac)2, 

to crystalline oxide. The effects of the various pre-calcination treatments on final ceramic fiber 

morphologies were observed with SEM (Figure 34). 
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Figure 34: Micrographs of calcined fiber mats after various post-electrospinning treatments. Scale bars 20 

m. (A) no post-spinning treatment; (B) hot pressed; (C) vapor-melted; (D) vapor-melted and hot-pressed. 

Hot pressing resulted in oxide fibers that were physically bonded at junctions but retained 

their individual structures. The large-scale damage to the mats remained after calcination, and 

lower fiber density was evident compared to the untreated and vapor-melted mats. Fiber structure 

in the vapor melted samples was similar to the hot-pressed samples, with melted junctions but 

largely discrete fibers. On the larger scale, however, the  vapor melted fiber mats had circular, 

smooth regions of oxide present over the surfaces, which are formed during vapor melting as 

condensation begins to nucleate on the surfaces of the samples.130,131 Upon calcination, the 

regions melted together completely to form effectively planar, round oxide areas. Although the 

smooth regions present lower specific surface area than fiber-based structures and are therefore 

less desirable for energy storage applications, the majority of the electrospun fibers retained their 

structures throughout the vapor melting and calcination treatments. The resulting fiber mat, 

composed of circular melted regions interspersed with densely packed fibers, therefore possesses 
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specific surface area comparable to that of the untreated fiber mats. Mats that were subjected to 

both hot pressing and vapor melting, in either order, had relatively smaller amounts of oxide 

present on the surface due to fiber removal during hot pressing. The fibers that were present had 

a largely interconnected structure, with some discrete fibers and some regions of nearly planar 

oxide. Samples that were initially vapor melted and subsequently hot pressed had a visibly 

greater mass of oxide present than those that were treated in the reverse order, but the two 

conditions exhibited similar morphologies. 

Fiber mats that were calcined without further processing experienced a seemingly greater 

degree of melting and loss of discrete fiber morphology during the calcination process than those 

that were vapor melted or heat treated. It is hypothesized that while hot pressing and vapor 

melting caused slight intermelting of the polymer regions of the electrospun composites as 

observed in Figure 1, acetate-rich regions of the fibers remained relatively unaffected. Previous 

thermogravimetric analysis of the PVP - Mn(ac)2 system has shown that the acetate precursor is 

not converted to the oxide form until approximately 290 °C (Figure 9), so hot pressing at 120 °C 

affects only the polymer phases of the fibers. As such, the post-spinning treatments improved 

stability of the fiber mats through modification of polymer-rich regions only, with negligible 

migration of the ceramic precursor from the initial, discrete fiber structure. Upon calcination, the 

ceramic precursors sintered into a fiber network, which maintained the overall structure defined 

by the initially deposited fibers.132  

3.3.1. Electrochemical Performance 

Electrospun and calcined manganese oxide fiber mats were tested as working electrodes 

in a standard three-electrode cell using cyclic voltammetry to measure electrochemical 

capacitance (Figure 35). Values were compared as areal capacitance (F/cm2), as the overall 
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performance of the fabricated electrodes is of greater interest than that of the electrospun Mn2O3 

material, which has previously been reported as a supercapacitor electrode material.122,127,133 

Fiber mats were tested as freestanding electrodes without further post-calcination processing. 

 

Figure 35: Cyclic voltammogram of a vapor melted Mn2O3 fiber mat at varying scan rates. Trace shape is 

typical of that exhibited for all samples examined from all conditions. Potential is measured vs. Ag/AgCl 

reference electrode. 

Cyclic voltammograms collected at all scan rates had smooth shapes, without redox 

peaks evident in the potential range measured. The lack of pseudocapacitive activity observed 

with the Mn2O3 electrodes is attributed to the use of acidic electrolyte, as pseudocapacitance in 

Mn2O3 is generally observed in an alkaline environment. Calculated areal capacitance for fiber 

mats that were calcined as-spun without further processing had an average value of 288 µF/cm2 

at 25 mV/s. With increasing scan rates, the areal capacitance decreased to a minimum measured 

average of 149 µF/cm2. Vapor melting in a humidity-controlled environment resulted in 

enhanced performance, with an average capacitance of 45 µF/cm2 at 25 mV/s, a 57.5 % 

capacitance increase over the untreated fiber mats. The improved performance is maintained at 

increasing scan rates. Elevated performance after vapor melting results from an increased 
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number of charge transfer pathways within the electrode. Because of the low conductivity of 

bulk manganese oxides, enhanced out-of-plane conductivity of the electrospun structures elevate 

performance by improving electrical contact to the charge collecting substrate. The fully melted 

regions provide through-mat stabilization and connection for the fiber mats; by melting fibers 

from multiple layers together, the physical sloughing of fiber layers upon introduction to the 

aqueous system or during handling may be reduced. Enhanced stability and interconnectedness 

through the layers of the fiber mats, with improved out-of-plane conductivity, results in elevated 

electrochemical performance. 

Hot pressing had a deleterious effect on electrochemical performance, with a 14.8 % 

decrease in measured capacitance at 25 mV/s to 245 µF/cm2, and similar decreases in 

performance evident at all scan rates. The poor performance is easily attributed to the loss of 

bulk fibers during the hot-pressing phase. Fiber mats subjected to both processing steps also 

exhibited diminished capacity, with a 35.1 % decrease in capacitance to 187 µF/cm2 observed in 

the sequential vapor melted-hot pressed sample and a remarkable 49.8 % decrease to 145 µF/cm2 

in the hot pressed-vapor melted fiber mat. An initial vapor melting treatment slightly reduced 

fiber loss during hot-pressing; as a result, performance is slightly improved over fiber mats that 

were hot pressed without a vapor phase treatment. The plummeting performance of electrospun 

mats that were hot pressed prior to vapor melting is attributed to a compounding areal loss. 

Surface area was reduced by fiber sloughing during hot pressing, and subsequent vapor melting 

caused destruction of the fiber morphology and reversion to a largely planar film, with 

additionally decreased surface area. Changes in areal capacitance result from morphological 

changes, rather than chemical changes to the oxide composition; varying hydration states 

induced by vapor melting are negated by drying prior to and during initial heating of calcination, 
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while hot pressing was carried out well beneath the critical temperatures of the oxide precursor. 

Measured capacitance for the electrospun free-standing electrodes is one to two orders of 

magnitude lower than literature values that have been reported for Mn2O3 thin film and 

nanofiber-based structures, owing to poor charge transfer through the fiber layers and between 

the oxide fibers and charge collecting substrate.122,123 The limited number of charge transfer 

pathways and the indirect paths through the electrode thickness prevent efficient charging of the 

top electrode layers and increase effective conductivity of the structures. By focusing on 

increasing the packing density of fibers in future work, shorter out-of-plane conductivity 

pathways will be formed, structure conductivity will increase, and measured capacitance of the 

structures will improve. 

3.3.2. Electrode Wettability 

Ensuring a high degree of electrode wettability is critical to maximizing capacitive 

energy storage. Poor wetting decreases the effective area of the electrode/electrolyte 

heterojunction, resulting in diminished performance.134,135 Wettability of the fabricated 

electrodes was measured via the contact angle of deionized water on the electrode surface 

(Figure 36).  
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Figure 36: Goniometer images of water droplets on the calcined fiber mats. From top to bottom: untreated 

mat, 75.3 ° contact angle; vapor melted mat, 26.5 ° contact angle; hot pressed mat, 37.9 ° contact angle, vapor 

melted and hot-pressed mat, 47.1 ° contact angle. 

All post-spinning treatments improved the hydrophilicity of the fiber mats (indicated by a 

decrease in contact angle), with the greatest improvement observed after vapor melting. 

Untreated electrodes exhibited an average contact angle of 75.3 °, which decreased to 26.5 ° for 

electrodes treated with vapor melting prior to calcination. Hot pressing resulted in a 37.9 ° 

contact angle, while processing with both treatments resulted in an average contact angle of 

47.1 °. The improved wettability observed with all post-processing treatments is attributed to 

larger-scale disruptions in the electrospun mats. While the untreated Mn2O3 fiber mats exhibited 

lower nanoscale surface roughness due to greater fiber melting, hot pressing and vapor melting 

resulted in decreased effective roughness of the electrodes and thereby increased surface 

hydrophilicity. Hot pressing removed swaths of fibers and provided routes for water to wick into 

the electrode surfaces, which improved surface utilization but was unable to counteract the loss 

of active mass. Although surface utilization was improved, the reduction in total surface area 
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ultimately resulted in decreased electrochemical performance. Vapor melting resulted in planar 

regions with low roughness on the scale of dozens of microns, which improved overall electrode 

wettability and allowed for more effective utilization of the active material surface. The 

microscale planar regions of the vapor melted mats provide sufficiently smooth surfaces to 

counteract the high roughness of the interspersing fibers, resulting in an effectively smoother 

surface and higher wettability. Combined with enhanced out-of-plane conductivity and stability, 

electrochemical performance is increased over untreated fiber mats, which had the poorest 

wetting properties and therefore lowest surface utilization. With less contact area between the 

electrolyte and electrode, the number of storage sites and overall energy storage capacity 

remained low, but a combination of optimized fabrication as discussed in Section 3.1 with pre-

calcination vapor treatment presents a potential route towards improving freestanding web 

electrode performance. 

3.4. Cycling Stability of Freestanding Electrospun Electrodes 

Although supercapacitors are known for their exceedingly long cycling lives, 

pseudocapacitive activity involving oxidation and reduction of the component oxides decreases 

the long-term stability of the electrode structures. Additionally, high-performance nanostructures 

are more prone to capacity fading as the ultrahigh surface area of the structures increases side 

reactions and dissolution rates. Capacity fading is a common problem with manganese oxide-

based electrodes due to Mn3+ dissolution and lattice deformation with charging and 

discharging.136 Capacity retention for Mn2O3 nanostructures after many cycles ranges from over 

90 % to less than 20 %, with the number of cycles used to examine stability ranging widely from 

15 to 3000.133,137–139 For preliminary stability testing, the electrospun Mn2O3 electrodes were 

tested for their stability over 100 cycles at 10 A/g (Figure 37). 
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Figure 37: Capacity of an electrospun Mn2O3 electrode over 100 cycles at 10 A/g, showing approximately 

30 % capacity fading. 

After 100 cycles at 10 A/g, the freestanding electrospun electrode demonstrates around 

70 % capacity retention, which is comparable to fiber-based nanostructured electrodes in 

literature. After a sharp initial drop over the first 15 – 20 cycles, the capacity fading slows for the 

remainder of the tests. Because the surfaces of the electrospun fibers are fully exposed to 

electrolyte, capacity fading likely results primarily from dissolution and physical breakdown of 

the unsupported fiber networks. With a greater fiber density or larger fiber diameter, cycling 

stability may be improved by increasing the mechanical stability and physical support for the 

nanofibers. Another potential route for improving cycling stability is via processing to improve 

adhesion between the electrospun fiber network and the charge collecting substrate to reduce 

physical breakdown of the electrodes. 

3.5. Modeling 

Lin’s model of a porous metal oxide-based supercapacitor was used as the foundation for 

the model presented herein.59 In Lin’s model, two RuO2·xH2O nanoparticle-based electrodes are 
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separated by an ionically conducting separator and H2SO4 electrolyte. To adapt the model to the 

Mn2O3 fibrous web-based system described by our work, new equations were derived to describe 

the faradaic reactions occurring in the electrodes and the geometric relationships between fiber 

size, porosity, and specific surface area. Temperature, electrolyte concentration, and DL 

capacitance are assumed to be invariant with potential, and side reactions, leakage, and self-

discharge are ignored. 

3.5.1. System Parameter Measurement 

Physical parameters describing the electrospun electrodes were extracted from EIS scans 

by fitting models to describe the data (Figure 38). 

 

Figure 38: Example of Bode plots describing an electrospun Mn2O3 electrode (points) and the models fit to 

describe them (lines). Blue data corresponds to the primary Y axis, Zmod, and red data corresponds to the 

secondary axis, Zphz. 

 In EIS, the complex impedance of the electrode is measured over a range of frequencies, 

and the changes in impedance are plotted as a function of those frequencies to yield a Bode plot. 

The primary Y axis, Zmod, describes the change in resistance, while the secondary axis, Zphz, 

describes the phase shift observed in the complex impedance. The scans are also presented as a 
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Nyquist plot (Figure 39), where the magnitudes of the real and imaginary parts of the complex 

impedance are compared. 

 

Figure 39: Nyquist plot describing an electrospun Mn2O3 electrode (points) with model overlaid (line). 

Frequency decreases from left to right on the Nyquist plot, although no explicit frequency 

data is given. For both the Nyquist and Bode plots, the model fits well in the high-frequency 

range and departs from the data in the low-frequency range, where kinetically slow effects such 

as diffusion and chemical reactions become more dominant and are not well-described by the 

equivalent circuit model (Figure 40). 
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Figure 40: Equivalent circuit model used to describe electrospun electrodes for extracting variables from 

Bode and Nyquist plots. 

In the model, Rs is the solution resistance in the cell, Rp and Cp are an RC component 

representing double layer capacitance via polarization, and the Rc / YoD / YoC component 

represents the faradaic processes in the system.140 The Warburg component, with parameter 

labels YoD and B, describes diffusion effects in an electrochemical system; a porous bounded 

Warburg component was used as it describes diffusion within a non-infinite closed 

electrochemical system with non-planar electrodes at the boundaries. At high frequencies, the 

Warburg component has little effect, but at low frequencies the Warburg diffusion behavior 

becomes large. The two parameters, Y0D and B relate to impedance as 

 (3) 

 (4) 

 
(5) 

where Z is impedance, j is √−1; ω is radial frequency (s-1); σ is the Warburg coefficient, which 

is dependent on concentrations and diffusion coefficients of the oxidizing and reacting species, 
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as well as electrode surface area, temperature, and number of electrons transferred; λ is the 

Nernst diffusion layer thickness (cm), and D0 is the average diffusion coefficient of the diffusing 

species.141  

To describe a non-ideal capacitor, a constant phase element (CPE) with parameters YoC 

and a is used in place of a capacitor, with an impedance described by 

𝑍 =  

1
𝑌0

⁄

(𝑗𝜔)𝑎
 (6) 

 

where a is an empirical fitting constant without a well-accepted physical basis.142 The double-

layer capacitance of real cells frequently behaves as a CPE rather than an ideal capacitor by 

describing inhomogeneity in the surface, but double layer capacitance cannot easily be extracted 

from a CPE since extensive experimentation is needed to fit a series of curves.140 To estimate 

capacitance for the electrospun electrode systems, a second equivalent circuit model was 

constructed where the CPE is replaced with a simple capacitor. The values for the other model 

components (Rs, Rp, Cp, Rc, YoD, and B) were each locked to the values calculated by the 

equivalent circuit model presented in Figure 40. The CPE with parameters YoC and a was 

replaced with a simple single-parameter capacitor, and the new component was fit to the data. 

That value was then taken as the double layer capacitance of the electrode. 

Exchange current density for the faradaic reaction and transfer coefficients for the anode 

and cathode were measured from Tafel plots (Figure 41).  
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Figure 41: Example of a Tafel plot constructed for a freestanding Mn2O3 electrospun electrode. Line of best 

fit for linear region is shown as a dotted line, and the vertical line indicates the intercept at which exchange 

current density is measured. 

 The slope discrepancy between the anodic (left of asymptote) and cathodic (right of 

asymptote) regions of the Tafel plot is common in functional applications and indicates a 

difference in polarization resistance between the anodic and cathodic reactions.141 A corrosion 

voltage of around 30 - 50 mV occurs due to natural variations in mass loading between the two 

electrodes due to the random nature of deposition in electrospinning. Slight metal ion dissolution 

at the electrode surfaces forms a concentration cell and causes a corrosion voltage between the 

electrodes.  Exchange current density, i0, is taken as the current value where the line of best fit 

for the linear region intercepts the vertical asymptote of the Tafel plot and was taken as the 

average of measurements from three cells.  

 The slopes of the linear regions have an average of 14.165 V/decade, which can then be 

used to calculate the transfer coefficients for the system according to  
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𝛼𝑐 =
𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐹

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑖𝑐

𝜕𝐸
 (7) 

𝛼𝑎 + 𝛼𝑐 = 1 (8) 

where αc and αa are the cathodic and anodic transfer coefficients, respectively; R is the ideal gas 

constant, T is temperature, n is the number of electrons transferred during polarization, F is 

Faraday’s constant, ic is the cathodic current, and E is the potential.143 The same equation can be 

applied to calculating the anodic transfer coefficient by taking the Tafel slope of the anodic 

reaction (left of the asymptote in Figure 41). However, αc and αa conveniently sum to 1, 

necessitating independent calculation of only one of the two. 

3.5.2. Model Derivation 

The faradaic reactions occurring between the Mn2O3 electrodes and the Na2SO4 

electrolyte during charge and discharge are expressed as 

 
(9) 

for the positive electrode, and  

 (10) 

for the negative electrode, where δ is the state of charge of the electrode. During charging, the 

reduction of Mn3+ to Mn2+ in the negative electrode is compensated by sodium ion adsorption 

from the electrolyte, and oxidation to Mn4+ is countered by sulfate ion adsorption.144 The 

faradaic transfer current in the system, jf, is described by the Butler-Volmer equation 

𝑗𝑓 = 𝑖0{𝑒𝑥𝑝[ 𝛼𝑎𝑓(𝐸 − 𝑈𝑎)] − 𝑒𝑥𝑝[ 𝛼𝑐𝑓(𝐸 − 𝑈𝑐)]} (11) 

where i0 is the exchange current density of the faradaic reaction; f is equal to F/(RT), with F 

being Faraday’s constant, R the ideal gas constant, and T absolute temperature; αa and αc are the 
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anodic and cathodic transfer coefficients for the reactions, E is the local electrode potential, and 

Ua and Uc are the equilibrium potentials at the anode and cathode, respectively.59 U is a function 

of the state of charge, which is represented by θ as the fraction of oxidized species in the 

electrode. To obtain the relationship between state of charge and equilibrium potentials, the 

charge and discharge curves obtained from LSV are integrated to yield total electrode charge, Q. 

State of charge (SOC) is then calculated according to  

 (12) 

where m is moles of Mn2O3 present in the electrode, based on mass.145 SOC is then plotted 

against potential between 1 V and 0 V (Figure 42). 

 

Figure 42: Voltage of Mn2O3 electrospun electrodes as a function of state of charge, obtained by integrating 

the LSV curve, with the linear approximation displayed as a dashed line. State of charge, δ represents the 

content of oxidized or reduced Mn, as described in Equations 9 and 10. 

The curve displayed in Figure 42 shows the change in Mn oxidation state in the positive 

electrode as it is discharged, where δ is a real number as described in Equations 9 and 10. To 

approximate the relationship between state of charge and potential, a linear approximation was 

fit to the curve over the entire range. The inflection point around δ = 0 is due to redox activity in 

the Mn2O3 electrodes, while the approximately linear region at a higher state of charge is 
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attributed to a constant redox-based capacitance.145 The negative SOC region indicates that 

faradaic processes alone are not sufficient to charge the electrodes to 1 V and must be 

supplemented with double layer capacitance. The linear approximation has an R2 value of 0.952, 

which was considered adequate for the purpose of estimating state of charge over the voltage 

range; however, the inaccuracies in shape around the inflection point at δ = 0 are likely related to 

the inaccurate shape of the predicted discharge curve.  

Ua and Uc are related to fraction of oxidized species by 

0.371aU =  (13) 

0.371( 0.406)cU = −  (14) 

which is estimated from the relationship between potential and state of charge for an Mn2O3 

electrode (Figure 42), according to the equation for the linear approximation.59,145  Faradaic 

charge of the electrode relates θ and jf by 

,

, ,

f f red

f ox f red

Q Q

Q Q


−
=

−
 (15) 

f

v f

Q
s j

t


=



 (16) 

  

where Qf is the faradaic charge of the electrode, Qf,red is charge of a fully reduced electrode, Qf,ox 

is charge of a fully oxidized electrode, and sv is the active surface area per unit volume of the 

electrode.59 The charges of fully reduced and oxidized equations are assumed constant and are 

calculated according to 

, 2

v
f ox

A

s F
Q

h L


=  (17) 
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, 0f redQ =  (18) 

where h is the lattice length on the surface of the electrode and LA is Avogadro’s number.59 State 

of charge, δ for a fully charged electrode is taken as 2 according to Eq. (9) and (10). Equations 

(11), (15), and (16) are combined into one of the main governing equations of the model as 

∂θ

∂t
=

svi0

Qf,ox − Qf,red

exp{[αaf(E − Ua)] − exp[−αcf(E − Uc)]} (19) 

which describes rate of change of fraction of oxidized species, or rate of oxidation or reduction. 

The second governing equation describes changes in electrode potential through the thickness of 

the electrode by 

2

2 f

d

E E
j

t C






 
= +

 
 (20) 

where ξ is the dimensionless distance describing spatial location within the electrode; Cd is the 

double layer capacitance per unit surface area of the electrode, obtained by dividing DL 

capacitance obtained from EIS curve fitting by the total surface area contained within the 

electrode; and τ is the double layer time constant of the system. The time constant is further 

defined by 

2 1 1
( )v d

p

s C L
 

= +  (21) 

where L is the total thickness of one electrode, σ is the bulk conductivity of the electrode matrix, 

and κp is the conductivity of the electrolyte within the pores of the electrode, expressed as 

𝜅𝑝 = 𝜅0𝜖1.5 (22) 

where κ0 is bulk conductivity of the electrolyte and ϵ is the electrode porosity.59 The thickness of 

the electrode was allowed to vary with changing fiber diameter as 
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obs

obs

L D
L

D
=

 (23) 

 

where Lobs and Dobs are the observed electrode thickness and average fiber diameter, as measured 

from SEM micrographs. The thickness variation operates under the assumption that a constant 

number of fiber layers are deposited with changing diameter. The relationship between electrode 

surface area and porosity is described by  

𝑠𝑣 =
4(1 − 𝜖)

𝐷
 (24) 

𝜖 = 1 − (
𝜋𝐷2𝑙

4
) (25) 

where D is fiber diameter and l is the length of fiber deposited in the unit cell during 

electrospinning. Because the freestanding electrospun morphology prevents any packing of the 

structures as would be expected with free-flowing nanoparticles, it was necessary to expand the 

porosity observed in the fabricated electrospun webs to similarly fabricated structures composed 

of fibers with different diameters. To do so, a constant length of deposited fiber within the unit 

cell was assumed, which fixes the fibers in space and allows diameters to increase or decrease 

without affecting the center-to-center fiber spacing. A length value is obtained by solving Eq. 

(25) for l using the observed porosity and average fiber diameter, which can then be carried 

forward to calculate ϵ and sv for any fiber size. Additionally, the diameter that results in zero 

porosity is calculated and used as the upper limit of D in the model. The unique effect of the 

fixed-fiber model is that as D increases, specific surface area for a unit cell of the electrode also 

increases. Without packing, increasing fiber diameter consumes void space in the electrode and 
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allows for more effective space utilization; however, it is important to note that surface area per 

fiber volume still decreases with increasing diameter, as is expected from scaling effects. 

The boundary and initial conditions were set according to the assumption that at the 

interface between electrode and current collector (ξ = 0), all current arises from the current 

collector, and at the electrode surface farthest from the current collector (ξ = 1), current arises 

exclusively from the electrolyte phase.59 At the ξ = 0 interface, 

celli LE

 


= −


 (26) 

where icell is the applied or requested cell current density. At the ξ = 1 interface, the potential flux 

boundary is  

cell

p

i LE

 


= −


 (27) 

Additionally, it is assumed that the fraction of oxidized species within the electrode, θ, 

will be constant across the thickness of the electrode, giving the boundary condition 

0





=


. (28) 

The initial conditions are set for discharge such that at time t = 0, E = 1 V and θ = 1.59 A 

complete list of model parameters and their values is presented in Table III. 

Table III: List of model parameters used to describe discharge of freestanding electrospun electrodes. 

Parameter Value Source 

i0 1.29e-05 A Measured (LSV) 

αa 0.664 Measured (LSV) 

αc 0.336 Measured (LSV) 

Ua 0.371θ V Eq. (6) 

Uc 0.371(θ – 0.406) V Eq. (7) 

Qf,ox 0.391 C at D = 112 nm Eq. (10) 

Qf,red 0 C Lin, et al. 59 

sv 2.22e05 cm2/cm3 at D = 112 nm Eq. (17) 

h 9.41e-08 cm Geller 146 

τ 1.05e-03 s at D = 112 nm Eq. (14) 
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Cd 1.07e-02 F/cm2 Measured (EIS) 

L 4.08e-05 cm at D = 112 nm Measured (SEM) 

σ 1e-05 S/cm Hong, et al. 55 

κ0 0.0667 S/cm Measured (EIS) 

κp 0.051 S/cm at D = 112 nm Eq. (15) 

D Between 100 and 250 nm Assumed 

ϵ 0.8371 at D = 112 nm Measured (SEM) 

With D and icell as the manipulated variables, and all other model parameters measured or 

assumed, Eq. (19) and (20) are a system with two equations and two unknowns, E and θ. 

Diameters were set between 100 nm and 250 nm to stay below the upper fiber diameter limit of 

276 nm, where the structure achieves zero porosity. Current densities between 1 and 5000 A/g 

were used to examine the effects of increasing power density on energy density of the structures. 

Local electrode potential and fraction of oxidized species were solved for over defined time 

ranges at locations throughout the depth of the electrode.  

3.5.3. Effect of Fiber Diameter 

The electrospun electrodes were imaged with SEM and TEM to examine the structure and 

morphology of the oxide fibers (Figure 43). 
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Figure 43: Micrograph images of electrospun Mn2O3 fibers. (a) SEM showing fiber porosity and layered 

structure. (b) TEM showing interior porosity of electrospun oxide fibers. 

After calcination, the electrospun fibers demonstrate a highly porous structure. The 

porosity results from the mechanism of fiber formation during heat treatment. Manganese acetate 

in the composite electrospun fibers converts to oxide between 260 and 310 °C. During the 

conversion, regions of Mn(ac)2 in the fibers form an interconnected manganese oxide network 

that preserves the fiber morphology upon polymer burnout, which occurs between 400 and 

450 °C.119 Further calcination at 600 °C allows full conversion to Mn2O3 and densification of the 

structures. Both SEM and TEM examination reveal a high degree of porosity in the fibers, which 

is highly desirable for supercapacitor applications due to the additional surface area that the 

porosity provides. The primary variable manipulated for the mathematical and experimental 
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model was fiber diameter, D. Discharge curves were simulated between 1 V and 0 V for 

electrospun fiber mats with changing fiber diameter (Figure 44). Charging curves were assumed 

to simply be the reflection of the discharge curves.59  

 

Figure 44: Discharge curves generated from the mathematical model for freestanding web electrodes with 

fiber diameters of 100, 160, and 220 nm at a current density of 1 A/g. Color available online. 

The electrodes exhibit linear discharge to 0 V, with discharge time increasing for 

decreasing fiber diameter. The linear nature of the discharge curves results from the model 

combining capacitive and faradaic response from t = 0, assuming no change in capacitance or 

reactivity over time or kinetic delay of the initial faradaic response. As fiber diameter increases, 

discharge time shortens due to decreased specific surface area relative to active volume. 

Although fixing the fibers in space causes increased specific surface area of the electrode with 

increasing fiber diameter, the effect results from consumption of void space between the fibers. 

The mass-based scaling effect of surface area to volume ratios decreasing with increasing linear 

dimensions still describes the active volume of the fibers themselves, so as current density is 

scaled to mass, it is controlled by fiber volume minus void space, rather than the total electrode 

volume. Because a constant current density was used to simulate real application conditions, the 
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total cell current applied to the electrodes scales with 1/D2 (for cylindrical fibers), while the 

active surface area scales with 1/D. Applied current therefore increases more rapidly than energy 

storage sites and total capacity, so the discharge time must decrease with increasing fiber 

diameter.  

However, the effect of fiber size on discharge time is not solely determined by scaling 

effects, with a slowed response observed for electrodes with fiber diameters above 230 nm 

(Figure 45).  

 

 

Figure 45: (a) Time to fully discharge for electrodes with varying diameter, discharged from 1 V at a constant 

current density of 1 A/g; (b) discharge time for electrodes with varying fiber diameter, discharged from 1 V 

at a constant areal current of 20 µA/cm2 of active surface area. 
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Discharge time exhibits a 1/D relationship with fiber diameter (Figure 45a) up to around 

230 nm, after which discharge time again begins to increase. The change from decreasing td to 

increasing td results from a shift between the scaling effect-controlled regime below 230 nm to a 

porosity-controlled regime above 230 nm.  Scaling the required current to active surface area, as 

calculated by sv multiplied by the area and thickness, L, of the 15 mm electrodes, removes the 

1/D dependence in the low-diameter region and reveals the second dominant trend controlling 

discharge time (Fig. 4b). When areal current is used, the curve is proportional to the inverse of 

porosity, and as porosity approaches zero, a sharp increase in discharge time is observed. 

Electrode porosity controls solution conductivity within the electrode pores as described by Eq. 

(16), which becomes the dominant component of the system time constant, τ, at low porosity 

(Eq. 15). At high porosity, the 1/σ matrix conductivity term controls the time constant, but as 

porosity approaches zero the 1/κp porosity-controlled term inflates the time constant, leading to a 

longer discharge time. Physically, the effect is caused by decreasing electrolyte conductivity, 

which results in lower ion transport rates, slower charge transfer, and ultimately a slower 

electrode response.71,147 The lower power density caused by long discharge times is not generally 

desirable, although the increased surface area associated with minimal porosity works to increase 

energy density. However, surface area can also be increased in the system by maintaining a small 

fiber diameter and decreasing the center-to-center fiber spacing. By increasing the number of 

fibers in a unit cell of the electrode, surface area for energy storage can be maximized while 

maintaining high porosity to prevent restricting the electrolyte conductivity. 

Power and energy densities were calculated according to  
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 (29) 

 
(30) 

where Icell is the total cell current applied, calculated as the product of current density, cell 

volume, and active volume (1 - ϵ); td is discharge time; Vcell is the volume of the full cell, 

including electrolyte, separator, and both electrodes; and ϕavg is the average cell potential over 

the entire discharge period as defined by 

 (31) 

where ϕcell is the cell potential measured between the two electrodes. Ragone plots were 

generated to examine the effect of the unique electrode morphology on power and energy 

densities (Figure 46). 

 

Figure 46: Ragone plot for electrospun electrode with fiber diameter D = 115 nm. Current densities used to 

generate plot range from 5 A/g to 5000 A/g. 

Ragone plots constructed for the modeled electrospun electrodes exhibit theoretical 

power and energy densities equal or superior to nanoparticle-based RuO2·xH2O electrodes 

previously modeled.59,148,149 While theoretical models are not readily available for electrospun 
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carbon or oxide/carbon composite electrodes, comparisons to real electrospun structures also 

demonstrates superior performance.112,114 In the real system, a high-performance electrospun 

ZnO-carbon nanofiber electrode possesses an energy density of around 20 Wh/kg at power 

densities between 400 and 4000 W/kg. For Mn2O3 electrospun electrodes with average fiber 

diameter of 115 nm, the theoretical power density is approximately 270 Wh/kg at an energy 

density of 400 W/kg. Because carbon-based structures have lower theoretical capacitance than 

manganese oxides and real systems rarely perform near ideal, the difference between the 

performance of a real oxide-carbon composite electrode and an idealized, pure oxide electrode is 

easily explained.  

In addition to high performance, the electrodes exhibit remarkably stable energy densities 

over a wide range of power densities. Between 5 A/g and 500 A/g current densities, nearly no 

change in energy density is observed, dropping from 1219 Wh/L at 5 A/g to 1217 Wh/L at 500 

A/g. Above 500 A/g the change in energy density becomes more apparent, but is still quite 

minor; at 5000 A/g the theoretical energy density of the electrospun electrodes remains at 

952 Wh/L—only a 22 % decrease from maximum energy density with over a 93,000 % increase 

in power density. By comparison, similar changes in power density for nanoparticle-based RuO2 

structures are predicted to exhibit energy density drops of over two orders of magnitude. By 

altering current density, power density achieved by the cell can be increased by several orders of 

magnitude while maintaining energy densities within a single order of magnitude. The potential 

to improve the range of power densities available to power-dependent applications without a 

significant negative effect on the energy densities has exciting prospects for implementing the 

structures in a wider range of applications with flexible power and energy requirements. 
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To examine model fidelity, predicted discharge curves were compared to actual curves collected 

with GCD from Mn2O3 electrospun electrodes (Figure 47). 

 

Figure 47: Discharge curve for modeled electrode with fiber diameter D = 115 nm vs. measured discharge 

curve from real electrode with average fiber diameter of 112 nm. Electrodes were discharge from 1 V at a 

current density of 10 A/g (left) and 1 A/g (right).  

As predicted by the model, there is a rapid initial discharge before the faradaic response 

takes over and slows the discharge. The behavior is less apparent at higher current densities, 

where the capacitive response has a more dominant effect over the entire discharge owing to 

kinetic limitations on the faradaic reaction. While the modeled discharge curve shows good 

correlation with other theoretical models,148 it departs from actual discharge curves produced by 

performing GCD on the electrospun electrodes. The sharp initial drop observed in real electrodes 

is a true capacitive response to the current draw, where the faradaic reactions are too slow to 

provide the required current; the slope change that occurs after 1-2 s shows the region where 

pseudocapacitance and faradaic exchange become dominant in the system. The low slope of the 

discharge curve suggests that the faradaic response in the actual system is more dominant than 

predicted by the model. True capacitive response therefore accounts for a smaller amount of 

energy storage than anticipated, further supporting the state of charge results presented in Figure 

42, where it was determined that faradaic energy storage was essential to the system.  
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The discrepancy between the model and experimental results is explained by the 

characterization techniques used to measure faradaic and capacitive parameters; high-frequency 

EIS was used to measure DL capacitance of the system, while slow LSV was used to find 

exchange current density. Using two individual methods at different rates does not account for 

temporal effects in the system that may affect the balance between faradaic and capacitive 

response in the electrospun electrodes. The model does not account for the lag in faradaic 

response, nor the actual dominance of the faradaic response in the electrospun system. It is well-

known that measured parameters such as DL capacitance can vary wildly with characterization 

technique (e.g. CV and GCD can give largely different capacitance values on the same sample), 

so the wide variety of techniques used to measure characteristic parameters of the electrospun 

system also worked to reduce model fidelity. However, further characterization of the Mn2O3 

systems and electrodes composed of other oxides will serve to improve model accuracy by 

providing a more accurate estimate of system parameters. 

3.5.4. Modeling System Parameters 

The effect of system parameters on discharge curves was examined to locate essential 

areas of optimization for the freestanding electrospun electrodes (Figure 48 through Figure 52). 
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Figure 48: Effect of exchange current density, io (A/cm2), on modelled discharge behavior. Plots generated at 

D = 120 nm and 1 A/g current density. 

Exchange current density has only a minor effect on the high-porosity electrodes, with 

changes over four orders of magnitude having an almost negligible effect on the discharge curves 

of electrodes with otherwise identical structures and parameters. There is an effect in the initial 

moments of discharge, where the region of slope change shifts according to i0. At smaller 

exchange current densities, where electrons are produced more slowly, the region of slope 

change occurs earlier as the balance between electrons produced and those consumed reaches 

steady-state more rapidly. At higher exchange current densities, electrons are provided more 

rapidly, so it takes slightly longer to consume excess electrons and reach steady state in the 

discharge curve. The result of the shift in slope change region is a very slight change in discharge 

time, with smaller exchange current densities resulting in slightly longer discharge times as the 

system is kinetically limited by the rate at which electrons are provided by the faradaic reaction. 

It is known that at different discharge currents, the point of slope change in the discharge curve 

shifts, with a maximum capacitance occurring at a value of i0 where the rate of electron 
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consumption from discharge is similar to that of electron production from the faradaic 

reaction.149 As i0 increases, discharge time can be expected to increase up to the i0 that 

corresponds to maximum capacitance, then decrease thereafter. The value of i0 for which a 

maximum occurs at 1 A/g is below the range examined, but its effect on discharge performance 

is minimal. 

 The effect of matrix conductivity on electrode performance was next investigated. 

Conductivities between 0.01 S/cm and 0.1 mS/cm were used to produce modeled discharges 

(Figure 49). 

 

Figure 49: Effect of matrix conductivity, σ (S/cm), on modelled discharge curve. Plots generated at D = 120 

nm and 1 A/g current density. 

Discharge time increases with increasing matrix conductivity as higher conductivity 

results in a smaller initial voltage drop. In keeping with Ohm’s law, to produce a constant 

current, smaller voltage drops are necessary with lower-resistance electrodes. Energy density is 

directly related to total capacitance of the electrode, which can be calculated from linear 

discharge curves by  
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𝐶 =
𝐼𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑑

∆𝑉
 (32) 

where all the symbols have their previous definitions. Longer discharge times at constant 

currents therefore directly correlate to increased energy density. At low matrix conductivity 

(<10-3 S/cm), discharge times change much more slowly, suggesting that at 1 A/g, there is some 

threshold conductivity below which other aspects of the system prevent further decrease in 

discharge times.  The enormous effect of improving electrode conductivity on total energy 

storage capacity is consistent with literature and exhibits the importance of improving electrode 

conductivity to increasing the energy densities of supercapacitors.150 

 Because the experimental setup used a low-conductivity electrolyte to avoid handling and 

storing highly corrosive solutions, the effect of increasing electrolyte conductivity up to 5 S/cm 

was examined (Figure 50). 

 

Figure 50: Effect of electrolyte conductivity, κ0 (S/cm), on discharge behavior. Model generated with 

D = 120 nm at 1 A/g current density. 
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Bulk electrolyte conductivity has little effect on performance of the electrospun 

electrodes. Over a range of two orders of magnitude, which fully encompasses and extends 

beyond the conductivity values for typical aqueous electrolytes at both low and high 

concentrations, very little change in the discharge rate is observed at otherwise constant 

conditions. The result is interesting because Lin’s examination of an RuO2 nanoparticle-based 

electrode concluded that electrolyte resistance was the limiting resistance of the system owing to 

their assumption that the RuO2 matrix had a conductivity of 105 S/cm, a value higher than many 

metals and one that was admitted to be potentially several orders of magnitude higher than actual 

conductivity values.59 In their model, the actual conductivity of the electrode matrix was 

assumed to be nearly irrelevant because of the limiting influence of the electrolyte, but in a 

system with a low matrix conductivity, such as manganese oxide, the effect of electrolyte 

conductivity becomes minor. With high matrix resistance, the importance of electrolyte 

conductivity is minimized, allowing the use of safe, low-concentration, and less corrosive 

electrolytes for experimental purposes. 

Areal capacitance of a material is a function of its surface configuration, including lattice 

spacing and atomic arrangement. The effect of DL capacitance per unit area on energy storage 

was examined over a range of values that encompass the capacitances of common electrode 

materials30,151 and is presented in Figure 51. 
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Figure 51: Effect of DL capacitance per unit surface area, Cd (F/cm2), on discharge curve. Model generated 

with D = 120 nm at 1 A/g current density. 

Because areal capacitance of a material directly influences energy storage capacity in 

much the same way as surface area, it is unsurprising that DL capacitance of a material has an 

enormous effect on the specific energy of a device. However, it is a parameter associated with 

material selection for the electrode and is tied to other intrinsic properties such as matrix 

conductivity. However, for manganese oxides, fabrication conditions influence the phase of the 

material, so for a given material stoichiometry (e.g. MnO2), atomic structure and crystallinity can 

change the specific capacitance of the oxide by an order of magnitude or more.128 Additionally, 

low areal capacitance can by countered by increasing mass loading and active surface area of the 

electrode. 

While the effect of porosity on discharge behavior is examined via fiber diameter in 

Figure 45b, a separate examination at constant fiber diameter was also performed (Figure 52).  
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Figure 52: Effect of porosity (%) on discharge behavior. Model generated with D = 120 nm at 1 A/g current 

density; changes in porosity represent changes in total mass present as well as a reduction in average pore 

size. 

Above ~50 %, porosity changes have little effect on the electrode performance. As 

porosity decreases, a rapid increase in td and, correspondingly, energy density is observed. The 

increased discharge time is partially due to restriction of electrolyte conductivity as discussed 

with regards to Figure 45; however, the change in energy density is primarily the result of 

increased active mass and surface area. When decreasing porosity without modifying fiber 

diameter, the effect is a simulation wherein the packing density of the fibers is increased to 

consume void space in the electrode. In a low-porosity electrode, the active mass and energy 

density are greater. Unlike the changing fiber diameters observed in Figure 45, the simulation in 

Figure 52 retains the high specific surface area associated with low-diameter fibers, without 

increased dead space in the fiber interiors. Thus, increasing the packing density of the 

electrospun fibers is an important route towards optimization of freestanding electrospun 

electrodes. 
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3.5.5. Modeling Energy Storage Oxides 

A significant application for modeling electrospun electrodes is predicting performance 

of various energy storage oxides without the investment necessary to successfully produce 

electrospun oxide structures from various materials systems, which can be time-consuming and 

expensive. Because of the unique structure and high porosity of electrospun electrodes, the 

interplay between the capacitance and electrical conductivity of materials cannot be directly 

compared for the purposes of material selection. Rather, by gathering literature values for several 

commonly measured material properties, the model can be used for qualitative comparison of the 

suitability of various oxides (Table IV). 

Table IV: Material parameters used to predict performance of energy storage oxides in freestanding 

electrospun electrodes. 

Oxide Capacitance 

(mF/cm2) 

Crystal Lattice 

Length (Å) 

Electrical 

Conductivity (S/cm) 

α-MnO2 1.39128 2.40128 1.00e-555 

Fe2O3 18.4152 6.37152 1.00e-12152,153 

Co3O4 1.05154 2.00154 3.35e-4155 

V2O5 2.63156 2.76156 1.00e-4157 

WO3 2.14158 3.82158 3.16e-7159 

 

Five commonly investigated energy storage oxides were added to the model for 

comparative purposes. Because real systems rarely produce values near the theoretical 

maximums, measured capacitance, conductivity, and lattice parameters were selected over 

theoretical values. The electrical conductivity of the electrospun electrode matrices is lower than 

measured values for bulk or continuous materials due to the high porosity and many disruptions 

in the charge transfer pathways, but it is assumed that the structure will affect the conductivity of 

all materials similarly and the values remain useful for qualitative comparison. For all the oxides, 
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literature examining their performance as nanostructures was used as the behavior was assumed 

to be more representative of their theoretical behavior in a nanostructured web configuration. 

Several assumptions were made to simplify the comparison. Identical electrode 

geometries were used for all simulations, and identical faradaic kinetics were assumed for all 

materials.59 Because the literature capacitance values did not distinguish between DL capacitance 

and pseudocapacitance in their reported measurements, the faradaic component of the model was 

rendered negligible by assuming no exchange current and attributing all the discharge to DL 

capacitance. The removal of the faradaic component was necessary to avoid overestimating total 

capacitance of the materials by adding an additional pseudocapacitive component to the 

measured total capacitance. Fortunately, by assuming the faradaic component of energy storage 

to be negligible, the inaccuracies introduced by other assumptions such as transfer coefficients 

and faradaic equilibrium potentials become less significant to the model performance. The 

assumed system parameters which are identical for all the modeled systems are presented in 

Appendix A. 

It is notable that the voltage window of 0 – 1 V used in the modeled electrodes is not 

universally compatible and that several of these energy storage oxides, especially V2O5, exhibit 

high dissolution rates and narrow electrochemical stability windows in aqueous electrolyte.156,160 

For real device construction and testing, the 0 – 1 V window and 1.0 M Na2SO4 electrolyte used 

in the model would not be suitable for most oxides and modifications to the testing conditions or 

implementation of an asymmetrical system would be necessary to achieve optimal performance. 

However, the parameters presented in Table IV were collected under conditions appropriate to 

the materials, so the qualitative predictions of discharge behavior and energy density provided by 
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the model (Figure 53) can be assumed to be representative of how the materials would compare 

when tested in their respective suitable systems. 

 

Figure 53: Predicted discharge curves for freestanding electrospun electrodes fabricated from different 

energy storage oxides. Discharge curves modeled with 150 nm fibers, 750 nm electrode thickness, and 

porosity of 0.5 assumed. Discharge is modeled at 1 mA/cm2 current density. 

The complex relationship between the material parameters described in Table IV can be 

observed in the modeled discharge curves in Figure 53. While V2O5 is predictably superior due 

to its high capacitance and electrical conductivity, Co3O4 performs unexpectedly well despite 

having the lowest capacitance of the examined materials, owing to its high electrical 

conductivity. WO3, on the other hand, has a relatively high areal capacitance, but its poor 

electrical conductivity makes it one of the lowest-performing oxides examined. For a low-cost 

electrode with relatively good energy density, Fe2O3 may be a promising material. Direct 

comparison of the discharge curves produced for geometrically identical electrodes with varying 

compositions shows that neither capacitance nor electrical conductivity can be independently 
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optimized for a high-performance electrospun electrode, and that a balance of the two properties 

is required to maximize the energy and power densities of the structures. 

The simplifying assumptions used for predicting the performance of various materials 

based on literature values for material parameters render the predicted energy densities useful 

only for qualitative purposes, but it is highly useful for materials selection and finding an 

electrode material for which capacitance and conductivity are properly balanced to maximize the 

potential energy density of electrospun electrodes. By using the model for such predictive 

purposes, the time and financial investments necessary for constructing high-performance 

electrospun electrodes will be decreased. 

4. Conclusions 

4.1. Electrode Fabrication Parameters 

Freestanding web electrodes were fabricated via a facile electrospinning and direct 

calcination procedure, and the effects of several fabrication parameters on electrochemical 

storage performance were examined. Electrospinning solution composition, deposition time, and 

calcination duration were varied between low and high conditions, and a statistical model was fit 

to the effects of each parameter on areal capacitance. Increasing polymer concentration was 

found to result in improved capacitance due to the high surface area of the fibrous morphologies. 

Precursor concentration has a negative correlation with capacitance due to decreasing structure 

porosity with increasing Mn(ac)2 content. The high-concentration samples exhibit an average 

decrease in capacitance of 27 % as compared to those prepared with low precursor 

concentrations. Increasing deposition time and calcination time both have consistent positive 

effects on capacitance (34 % and 62 % improvements between the low and high values) from 

increased active mass and improved charge transfer, respectively. However, past 240 minutes, 
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increasing calcination time ceases to improve energy storage performance as fiber densification 

drastically slows. Within the range of conditions studied, performance was maximized at 20 % 

PVP, 8 % Mn(ac)2, 30 min deposition, and 240 min calcination, which resulted in a highly 

porous fiber-based electrode with greater active mass and improved electrical qualities.  

Modifications to calcination environment pressure and composition were tested for their 

effects on capacitive performance. By decreasing calcination pressure in air to sub-atmospheric 

pressures, mixed-phase Mn2O3-Mn3O4 fibers were prepared and showed enhanced specific 

capacitance as compared to single-phase Mn2O3 or Mn3O4 fibers. Cross-sectional fiber 

morphology changed dramatically at sub-atmospheric pressures, contributing to increased 

surface area and muddling the trends in specific capacitance between Mn2O3 and Mn3O4 fibers. 

While controlled calcination pressure can be used to prepare mixed-phase MnOx fibers for 

supercapacitor electrodes, the simultaneous effect on fiber morphology prevents single-

parameter tunability for high-performance supercapacitor electrodes. Calcining the fibers in a 

pure oxygen environment produces a surface oxidation to MnO2, a higher-performing phase of 

manganese oxide. However, the surface oxidation does not have a significant effect on 

electrochemical performance, indicating that the freestanding electrospun structures tested are 

limited by their low bulk conductivity rather than the capacitive properties of the surface oxide. 

The effects of hot pressing and vapor melting steps prior to calcination were examined, 

and while hot pressing had a negative effect on performance due to fiber loss, vapor melting in a 

humidity-controlled chamber resulted in performance improvements of up to 57 % over 

electrodes that were calcined without additional processing. Vapor melting treatments 

additionally improved the wettability of electrode surfaces, which indicates better electrolyte-
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electrode contact and accounts for some of the improved performance. Structural changes, with 

improved fiber mat stability and through-layer connectivity, also improved performance. 

 The production of freestanding electrospun electrodes with ultrahigh specific surface 

areas via a facile and direct route has the potential to improve the performance of low-cost 

electrodes with reduced weight. It was found that fabrication methods including low oxide 

precursor and high polymer concentrations, lengthened electrospinning times, at least 4 h 

calcination, and a pre-calcination vapor melting step improve performance of electrospun 

electrodes, with potential further improvement from using low pressure to induce a mixed-phase 

structure.  

Further increasing mass of fibers in the electrode via greater electrospun mat thickness 

will further increase the energy storage capacity by increasing active mass and the number of 

available charge transfer pathways. Optimizing post-processing treatments to improve charge 

transfer through the electrospun structures and to the charge collecting substrate will provide a 

route for improved performance. Further investigation into the effects of electrospinning and 

calcination conditions is necessary to optimize the performance of manganese oxide free-

standing electrodes. While current capacitance values are lower than high-performance Mn2O3 

electrodes reported in literature, further work into improving the electrical properties of the 

calcined oxide structures via controlled processing may improve performance to levels 

comparable to current nanostructure-based electrodes, providing a route to low-cost, high-

performance supercapacitors. 

4.2. Electrospun Electrode Modeling 

A mathematical model with experimentally-derived parameters was produced to describe the 

performance of Mn2O3-based freestanding electrospun electrodes. A theoretical model based on 
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capacitive and faradaic energy storage processes was used to examine the effects of fiber 

diameter and current density on discharge time, energy density, and power density. The unique 

effects of freestanding web electrode geometry on performance were evident by way of their 

discharge behavior: with constant current density scaled to electrode mass, discharge time 

decreases with increasing fiber diameter up to 230 nm, then increases rapidly as porosity 

approaches zero. It is apparent that the optimized structure will combine small fiber diameters 

with a smaller interfiber spacing to maximize active surface area while maintaining high 

porosity. The electrode structures exhibit remarkably high theoretical energy density retention 

with increasing power density, which is a major problem to be solved with supercapacitors. 

Comparison to real discharge curves shows that the model underestimates the capacitive 

response during initial discharge and the importance of the faradaic reactions over the remainder 

of the discharge period, rendering it more useful for qualitative comparison than quantitative 

predictions. A primary difficulty in producing an experimentally-based theoretical model is the 

necessity of mixing characterization techniques, but further characterization will improve model 

fidelity to result in greater accuracy and flexibility. 

Individual manipulation of the model parameters reveals the relative importance of different 

aspects of electrode optimization. Faradaic exchange current density and electrolyte conductivity 

have only minor effects on the manganese oxide electrodes, with lower exchange current 

densities and electrolyte conductivities slightly improving performance. Matrix conductivity was 

modeled over several orders of magnitude and provides a significant performance improvement 

only at high conductivities. Electrode porosity likewise only greatly improves performance when 

it is very low; otherwise, its effect is minor. Areal capacitance of the active surface has a large 

and direct effect on energy storage capacity over the entire range examined, with higher 
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capacitances directly resulting in increased energy densities. A simplified version of the model 

was also applied to a variety of energy storage oxides to predict suitability for use as freestanding 

electrospun electrodes. By inserting material capacitance, electrical conductivity, and lattice 

spacing, the model gives a qualitative prediction of the relative performances of each oxide. It 

demonstrates that neither conductivity nor capacitance can be individually optimized, and a 

balance of the two is necessary to achieve high energy densities in electrospun web electrodes.  

4.3. Future work 

The work presented herein is intended to provide a starting point for the investigation and 

optimization of oxide-based energy storage devices produced via electrospinning and post-

processing.  

4.3.1. Improving Electrode Performance 

The freestanding electrospun electrodes presented herein exhibit energy storage performance far 

below their theoretical maximums and therefore require significant improvements prior to 

implementation. Several structural modifications are suggested for future work: 

• Using a Ni or Cu foil for the current collecting substrate; 

• Laying down an oxide film prior to electrospinning and calcination; 

• Using slower ramp rates during calcination to decrease sloughing from thermal stress; 

• Using low-pressure calcination to produce freestanding web electrodes with mixed phase; 

• Combining post-processing with improved fabrication conditions; and 

• Increase mass loading and decrease interfiber spacing of electrospun fibers. 

The suggested modifications are based on experimental results and literature observations and 

provide a starting point for improving the freestanding electrospun structures. 
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4.3.2. Improving Model Fidelity 

While the mixed mathematical and experimental model presented herein is an initial step 

towards theoretical optimization of freestanding electrospun electrodes, inaccurate estimations of 

system values have led to poor overall predictions of discharge time for real systems (Figure 47 

and the MnO2 equivalent). Increased accuracy in parameter measurement and estimation will 

therefore be critical to improving the predictive power of the model. A nonlinear equation for the 

relationship between state of charge and potential should be developed and implemented in the 

model, which may improve the shape of the modeled discharge curve to be more realistic. The 

real electrical resistivity of the electrode matrix should also be measured, as it is one of the only 

parameters assumed from literature values rather than measured directly and is shown in Figure 

49 to have a large effect on electrode discharge.  

 Additionally, the model assumes perfectly symmetrical behavior at the anode and cathode 

and neglects any side reactions or self-discharge. Tafel plots of the electrodes, as well as the 

asymmetrical transfer coefficients show that the Mn2O3 electrodes have different affinities for 

positive and negative polarization. Therefore, incorporation of asymmetrical models64,161,162 

should be considered to produce a more realistic simulation. Leakage should also be added to the 

simulations for maximum model fidelity, especially at low current densities where slow charging 

and discharge rates allow for self-discharge to have a greater impact on device performance. 

Because the model is based on mathematical equations, theoretical optimization of the 

electrodes based on geometric parameters would be highly useful in reducing the time necessary 

for experimental optimization. Simultaneous optimization of fiber diameter, porosity, and 

electrode thickness will allow for predicting structures with the most ideal characteristics for 
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energy storage. Calculating theoretical energy and power densities for the structures will also 

allow for easier comparison to devices that exist commercially and in literature.   

4.3.3. Solid State Electrolytes 

Freestanding electrospun electrodes experience significant capacity fading due to Mn3+ 

dissolution into aqueous electrolyte and structural deformation from the heating associated with 

charging. A route towards stabilizing the structures exists in solid electrolytes, where aqueous 

solubility becomes irrelevant and expansion of the electrode and electrolyte due to heating would 

result in fiber compression, which may decrease the degree of capacity fading observed in the 

electrodes. Ensuring full permeation of the solid electrolyte into the electrospun web electrode 

would be paramount to stabilizing the structures and would be one of the primary difficulties 

associated with this work.  

4.3.4. Fiber Alignment 

This work was produced with chaotically deposited fibers, which may not be the most effective 

geometry. Investigation of uniaxially and biaxially aligned fibers should be performed in order to 

determine the effect of fiber alignment on performance. Fiber alignment will likely improve the 

conductivity of the electrode matrix, as regular points of fiber connectivity will result in shorter 

charge transfer pathways from the charge collector to the electrode surface. As a route towards 

improving the matrix conductivity of the electrospun electrodes, fiber alignment may be 

promising; however, the effect of alignment on wettability of the calcined electrodes should also 

be carefully investigated. Uniaxially aligned fibers will have a greatly improved packing density, 

but during calcination may lose their permeable web structure, becoming a solid mass with 

inaccessible surface area locked beneath an impermeable top layer. However, the improved 
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conductivity may improve performance sufficiently to overcome any potentially deleterious 

effects. 
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6. Appendix A 

Table V: Areal capacitance values of the nineteen standards tested, as described in the DOE table in the 

Experimental section. Each reported value is the average of three samples prepared for each standard. 

Standard 25 mV/s 

(µF/cm2) 

50 mV/s 

(µF/cm2) 

100 mV/s 

(µF/cm2) 

200 mV/s 

(µF/cm2) 

1 235.4 151.2 114.3 92.5 

2 173.9 124.3 134.9 82.2 

3 129.0 85.3 62.0 48.1 

4 195.6 134.9 109.1 91.0 

5 219.8 141.3 105.8 84.5 

6 234.2 144.0 114.3 92.1 

7 68.0 88.7 72.2 55.0 

8 131.2 100.6 87.0 72.8 

9 97.8 86.8 82.5 69.3 

10 225.5 156.9 117.0 90.5 

11 229.5 134.6 102.4 83.1 

12 268.2 118.7 93.0 74.7 

13 389.4 267.8 218.3 183.6 

14 560.0 289.3 308.6 239.4 

15 279.5 164.2 127.7 102.8 

16 203.7 130.2 97.2 76.3 

17 248.7 156.6 116.5 92.1 

18 321.2 168.6 145.2 123.4 

19 244.0 156.4 128.4 102.5 

 

Table VI: Assumed model values used for comparison of various metal oxide electrode materials. Separator 

porosity and thickness are taken from measured values; all other are based on the assumptions made in the 

exemplary model by Lin, et al.59 

Parameter Assumed Value 

Exchange current density for Faradaic Reaction, i0 (A/cm2) 0 

Anodic transfer coefficient of Faradaic reaction, αa 0.5 

Cathodic transfer coefficient of Faradaic reaction, αc 0.5 

Equilibrium potential for the Faradaic reaction at positive electrode, Upos (V) 0.5(1+θ) 

Equilibrium potential for the Faradaic reaction at negative electrode, Uneg (V) 0.5θ 

Separator Porosity, ϵs 0.661 

Separator thickness, Ls (cm) 0.042 
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Figure 54: Experimental setup for testing composite electrodes in three-electrode cell. (a) Composite electrode 

in electrode holder with defined area. (b) Fully assembled three-electrode cell with composite working 

electrode, Ag/AgCl reference electrode, and Pt wire counter electrode. 

 

Figure 55: Two-electrode split cell used for testing freestanding web electrodes. Blue and green leads are 

working electrode and working sense, respectively, and red and white leads are counter and reference leads. 

a b 
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Figure 56: Vapor chamber used for post-processing electrospun fiber mats. Absorbent substrate is used to 

increase relative humidity, which is monitored with the humidity and temperature sensor. 

 

Figure 57: Manual hot press used for post-processing of electrospun fibers. To tighten uniformly, the press is 

turned 1/4 rotation after first contact with the sample. 
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Figure 58: Tube furnace setup used for calcination in oxygen environment. After flowing through the 

furnace, gases are flowed through a bubbler tube to prevent backflow into the tube and maintain pure oxygen 

atmosphere. For reactions in air, the bubbler is removed and the flange vents are opened to the ambient 

atmosphere. 
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7. Appendix B: R Code for Electrospun Fiber Modeling 

 

library(deSolve) 

 

set_vars <- list( 

## constants that will not change at all 

La = 6.02E+23, ## Avogadro's Number 

Far = 96485, ## Faraday Constant 

R = 8.3143, ## Ideal Gas Constant 

Temp = 298.15, ## Temperature 

f = Far / (R * Temp), ## F/RT 

A = 1.767145868, ## Electrode Area of a 15 mm electrode (cm2) 

## measured and set values. User input and any of these could 

#be varied to look at their effect on discharge. 

xd = 112e-7, ##measured diameter (cm) 

porxd = 0.83713, ##measured porosity 

Lxd = 4.076e-5, ##thickness (cm) 

es = 0.661, ##separator porosity 

Ls = 0.042, ##separator thickness (cm) 

Cd = 1.07e-2, ##DL capacitance per unit SA 

h = 9.41e-8, ##length of surface lattice (cm) 

sig = 0.001, ## matrix conductivity (S/cm) 

ko = 0.0667, ##electrolyte conductivity (S/cm) 

Vo = 0.5, ##initial voltage per electrode 

rho = 4.5, ##matrix density (g/cm3) 

dimicell = 5, ##current density (A/g) 

dimicellB = 1, ##areal density (A/cm2) 

io = seq(1e-7, 1e-6, length = 10), ##exchange current density (A/cm2) 

ac = 0.7674, ##cathodic transfer coefficient 

aa = 0.2326, ##anodic transfer coefficient 

D = seq(100e-7, 250e-7, length = 10), ##Fiber diameter (cm) 

Qred = 0 #charge of a fully reduced electrode 

) 

 

set_df <- expand.grid(set_vars) 

# Derived Values 

der_val <- function(La, Far, R, Temp, f, A, 

         xd, porxd, Lxd, 

         es, Ls, 

         Cd, h, sig, ko, Vo, 

         rho, dimicell, dimicellB, 

         io, ac, aa, D, Qred) { 

l <- (1 - porxd) * (4 / pi) / ((xd)^2) ## constant length of deposited 

fiber 

Dpor0 <- sqrt(4 / (pi * l)) ##diameter where porosity is zero. Not used in 

the model but is 

                            ##useful to determine fiber range of interest. 

L <- D * (Lxd / 1.12e-5) ##electrode thickness 

por <- 1 - ((pi / 4) * (D^2) * l) ## porosity 

Sv <- 4 * (1 - por) / D ##surface area per unit volume of fiber 
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Qox <- Sv * 0.371 * Far / ((h^2) * La) ##charge of a fully oxidized 

electrode 

kp <- ko * (por^1.5) #electrolyte conductivity in the electrode pores 

ks <- ko * (es^1.5) # electrolyte conductivity in the separator pores 

Tau <- Sv * Cd * L^2 * 1 * ((1 / sig) + (1 / kp)) #time constant 

icell <- dimicell * (1 - por) * L * A * rho ## constant A/g current 

density 

icellB <- dimicellB * A * L * Sv ## constant A/cm2 current density 

 

# Computed values for ODE solving 

icell_L_kp <- icell * L / kp 

icell_L_sig <- icell * L / sig 

coef1 <- Sv * io / (Qox - Qred) 

coef2 <- Tau * io / Cd 

aaf <- aa * f 

acf <- ac * f 

return(c(l, Dpor0, L, por, Sv, Qox, kp, ks, Tau, icell, icellB, 

icell_L_kp, icell_L_sig, coef1, coef2, aaf, acf)) 

} 

 

der_df <- as.data.frame(t(do.call(mapply, c(der_val, unname(set_df))))) 

colnames(der_df) <- c("l", "Dpor0", "L", "por", "Sv", "Qox", "kp", 

                      "ks", "Tau", "icell", "icellB", 

                      "icell_L_kp", "icell_L_sig", 

                      "coef1", "coef2", "aaf", "acf") 

 

values_df <- cbind(set_df, der_df) 

 

BVmod <- function(time, state, parms, N, dx) { 

  with(as.list(parms), { 

    E <- state[1:N] 

    U <- state[-(1:N)] 

 

 

    BV <- exp(aaf * (E - 0.371 * (U))) - 

      exp(-acf * (E - 0.371 * (U - 0.4061))) 

 

    FluxE <- diff(c( 

      (E[1] - icell_L_sig), 

      E, (E[N] + icell_L_kp) 

    )) / dx 

    FluxU <- diff(c(U[1], U, U[N])) / dx 

 

    ## Eqn 8 and 12 

 

    dE <- (diff(FluxE) / dx - (coef2 * BV)) / Tau #  dE/dt, Eqn 12 

    dU <- coef1 * BV # dU/dt, Eqn 8 

 

 

    return(list(c(dE, dU))) 

  }) 

} 
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# Initial and Boundary Conditions 

R <- 1 

N <- 50 

dx <- R / N 

Vo <- 0.5 

timestep <- 0.1 

 

yini <- rep(0, 2 * N) 

yini[1:N] <- 2 * Vo 

yini[(N + 1):(2 * N)] <- 1 ## Leave this ALONE! 

times <- seq(0, 3, by = timestep) 

## this time step needs to stay small or it gives NaN! 

 

out <- data.frame() 

for (i in 1:nrow(values_df)) { 

  out <- rbind( 

    out, 

    cbind( 

      ode( 

        y = yini, 

        times = times, 

        func = BVmod, 

        parms = values_df[i, ], 

        N = N, 

        dx = dx 

      ), 

       do.call("rbind", replicate(length(times), values_df[i,], simplify = 

FALSE)) 

    ) 

  ) 

} 

# Statisticians, and by extension most R functions, like to work with data 

in a "long" format where each 

# observation is its own row. The following code uses functions from the 

"tidyverse" to convert the 

# desolver output to a nicer format. 

library(tidyverse) 

output <- out %>% 

  pivot_longer( 

    2:(2*N + 1), 

    names_to = "position", 

    values_to = "value" 

  ) %>% 

  mutate( 

    position = as.numeric(position), 

    type = case_when( 

      position > N ~ "E", 

      position <= N ~ "U" 

    ) 

  ) 
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# Plots are a bit more clear to make using GGplot which is also a part of 

the tidyverse 

output 

output %>% 

        filter(position == 2) %>% 

  mutate(D = factor(D)) %>% 

  ggplot(aes( 

    x = time, 

    y = value, 

    color = D, 

    group = D 

  )) + 

  geom_line() + 

  facet_wrap(~io) 
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